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Chapter One 

1. Introduction 

1.1 General Information of the Study 

           Society is a human product. Society is an objective reality. Man is a social 

product. – The institutional world requires legitimation, that is, ways by 

which it can be ‘explained’ and justified. –The realty of the social world 

gains its massivity in the course of its transmission. This realty, 

however, is the historical one, which comes to each generation as a 

tradition rather than a biographical memory. –The original meaning of 

institution is inaccessible – in terms of memory. It therefore becomes 

necessary to interpret this meaning – in various legitimating formulas. 

These will have to be consistent and comprehensive in terms of the 

institutional order, if they are to carry conviction to the new generation 

(Berger and Luckmann, 1966: 79).  

Conceptualization of processes explaining culture-historical 

developments in any particular place or region will be vastly 

improved by being placed in a comparative analytical framework. 

In ethno historic fieldwork we have the opportunity to observe 

societies in their natural setting. It is this very nature that makes 
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ethno history an adventure. It offers you the opportunity to explore 

other worlds, where lives unfold according to different 

understandings of the natural order of things. But here it will 

demand your best efforts at understanding of the interplay of 

ecological, social and symbolic processes and on the basis of this 

we improve the analytical framework by which we explore and 

interpret the ways of life of people that we discover.  

Humans live in a world of material objects they themselves have 

produced, in a world of institutional rules and regulations they 

have created, and in a world of symbolic meanings they have 

constructed (Haaland, 2004: 76).  In anthropological study such 

way of life is represented by the key word CULTURE, the most 

important core concept in all anthropological works. 

An English Anthropologist Edward Burnett Tylor (1832-1917) in his 

book Primitive Culture published in 1871, has defined culture as 
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“that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, law, 

morals, custom and any other capabilities and habits acquired by 

man as a member of society” (Tylor 1871: 1). 

Therefore, culture is all ways of life of a given society. So, from the 

above definition, we can emanate different ideas such that culture 

is the result of the response that a given society made to adapt to 

a given environment (natural and social). Thus it has been a highly 

successful adaptive mechanism for our species. It has given as a 

major selective advantage in the competition for survival with other 

life forms. Moreover, we can argue that it is a bond that ties 

people of region or community together since culture is that one 

common connection which brings the people of a community 

collectively. All of the above arguments are correct about the 

culture and they are derived from Taylor‟s definition of culture. 

Several writings revealed that there are hundreds of definitions of 
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culture and among these many of them are still galvanized by the 

universally accepted definition of Tylor which latter become  

reference for the agreement reached by the General Assembly of 

the United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural 

Organization(UNESCO) held in Mexico City in 1982 (Ethiopian 

Cultural Policy 1995: 20). In accordance with this agreement 

culture is defined as a concept which incorporates all intellectual, 

ethical, physical, technical and other activities that characterize 

humankind as a rational being. It also involves the ability of man to 

learn and train himself in moral, technical and other spheres of 

knowledge. Culture is a wide concept which includes the modes of 

life, beliefs, traditions and the whole set of the material and 

spiritual wealth which characterize a certain society as distinct 

from others (Ibid). 
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The Ethiopian cultural policy states that in the context of the 

cultures of the various nations, nationalities, and peoples of 

Ethiopia, this definition could be used to incorporate their varied 

social, economic, political, administrative, moral, religious and 

psychological conditions. The languages, history, oral tradition, 

housing, instruments of production, food preparation, eating 

habits, customs, ornamentation, aesthetic values and 

appreciation, beliefs and religious practices are also components 

of their culture (Ibid).  

The cultural values of a community give a unique identity for that 

society. A community gains character and personality of its own 

because of its culture. Culture is shared by the members of the 

community. It is not genetically hardwired in and we do not inherit 

it biologically rather it is learned and passed from the older 

generations to the newer ones through socialization process 
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(Peter 2005: 4). The cultural value of any society is reflected 

through customs and traditions that the people of the community 

follow, the food they eat and most importantly, the cultural value 

they adhere to bind them together. 

Culture is also seen as a system of social control wherein people 

shape their standards and behavior. The cultural values form the 

founding principles of one‟s life. They influence one‟s way of living 

and thus affect social life. The importance of culture lies in the fact 

that it is a link between people and their value. 

Ethiopia is a multi-cultural country comprising more than 80 

different ethnic groups who speak different languages and posses 

their own unique cultures. Ethiopia unlike other African countries 

has remained a country with remarkably intact culture which is 

unpolluted and undiluted by outside influences. The country 

retains its own languages and script, its own foods and drinks, its 
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own religious rituals and even its own calendar. Endlessly 

fascinating, this fact defines any categorization and generalization; 

“Ethiopia is like no other country in Africa.” 

Although the culture of different ethnic groups in Ethiopia was not 

affected by outside influence in the long history of the country, the 

culture of some small scale and exotic groups gulped down and 

has been dispersed in to more than two groups. These divided 

minorities may lose their former identity and assimilated into new 

culture or forced to situate in different administrative zones. 

Apparently, as a country is striving to form a new nation state, it 

has gone through different processes of integration and conflicts 

among diverse groups of people. In the process, its people 

maintain to some extent their distinct features as well as quite a 

number of shared features. One of the cultural groups in Ethiopia 

who become vulnerable to such problems is the Kusume people. 
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Therefore, this research attempts to provide the ethno -historic 

study of Kusume society. 

           1.2 The Kusume People 

The Southern Nations, Nationalities and Peoples‟ Regional State 

(SNNPRS) is the one among the nine regional states of the 

Federal Government of Ethiopia. The regional state has 14 zonal 

administrations, 4 special woredas (districts) and 138 woredas. 

The lately emerged, Segne Area Peoples‟ Zone is the zonal 

administrative where the Kusume people are situated in one 

kebele under Derashe administrative woreda. Derashe Woreda 

was created by the amalgamation of three nationalities other than 

Kusume. These are Derashe, Mashole and Mosie. So it is 

believed that these nationalities share a lot together; they have 

been bound together through intermarriages and vast common 

cultural values.  
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According to the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (FDRE) 

Population Census Report of 2007, the population size of Kusume 

is 7380. This report revealed that only 83 people are urban 

dwellers and the remaining 7297 are rural residents. The 

communities surrounding the Kusume people are the Baayde and 

Haylota (both are Konso communities) to the south and east 

respectively, the Ataya (Derashe community) to the north and the 

Mashole to the west.  
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Map 1: the Administrative map of Derashe Special Woreda

 

Source: SNNPRS Bureau of Finance and Economic development, 2007, Hawassa      

The administrative center of Kusume society is known as Gato 

and it is located at 65km south of Arbaminch town. The center is 

divided into two main settlement villages by Eyanda River - a 
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combination of the main river named Hetawe which rise from the 

root of the mount Horma or Gardula, the highest mountain in 

Derashe with an elevation of 2561m (Hansamo1993; 9) and other 

numerous small tributaries such as Lagano, Arhale, Shushe etc… 

that rise from the highland areas of Mashole and Alle. The villages 

are called Menderande and Menderhulet to south and north 

respectively. The first one is interchangeable called by the name 

Kusume whereas the second is wrongly called as Kashale by 

some people. The local elders said there is no village called 

Kashale rather it is the name of the farm lands found in the south 

of the Kusume center Gato that are irrigated by the Eyanda River. 

The Menderande is the one that situited in the Derashe side 

whereas Kusume is the main village positioned left to the river in 

the Konso side. Both are further divided in to sub – villages such 

as mukulo, boorte, serate and shila right to Eyand constitute 

Menderhulet whereas achayto, chulise, mande, nalaya and lango 
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villages add up to form the Kusume village that is seen as the 

main village by the people. These sub – villages all together 

constitute one administrative kebele of the Derashe Woreda called 

Gato. Hence the Kusume were settled in that kebele. 

 

       Figure 1 and 2:  a cross section of Menderande and Kusume villages 

  

  Source: field photos, November 2013, Kusume. 

The Kusume have their own language called „Kusumiya‟ which 

belongs to East Lowland Cushitic Language family. As quoted by 
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Aweke (2007:59) a linguist called Black categorized the language 

of Kusume under Konsoid group that includes Konso, Derashe, 

Mashile, and Bussa. From this, one can be acquainted with that 

the Kusumiya has strong relationship with these languages 

particularly with Konsita and Derashita. This has brought a 

complete agreement that the Kusume people have historical 

relationship with the aforementioned language speakers. As a 

result, besides their main language the Kusume were very good in 

Konsita (the language of Konso) and Derashita (the language of 

Derashe). The main Kusumiya is not yet become medium of 

instruction at school.                  

        1.3 Objective and Significance 

The overall objectives of this study is to study and document the 

ethno-history of Kusume people there by to preserve, promote and 

transfer it to the next generation.  
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Given that there is no research that has been conducted on the 

culture of the Kusume society, the significance of this research 

work in social, political and economic realm is immense. 

The findings of the research will help to preserve and promote the 

cultural values of the Kusume people; to understand 

administrative and political problems of the society; and to identify 

common values that consolidate the base of multiculturalism in 

Southern Ethiopia. Besides its social significance, the research 

has also economic and political significance that will benefit policy 

and business network that has a desire to work with the Kusume 

people. 

It will also help the new generation of the Kusume people to know 

their origin, history, culture and identity in the face of cultural 

dynamism in the era of globalization which is changing the cultural 

terrain of the world. 
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Last but not the least; the research will be used as a spring board 

for those who have interest to conduct similar research on 

Kusume people. It provides them with first hand information for 

further research.             

                     1.4 Methodology of the Study  

During the field works; May 2011 (1
st
 phase) and November 2013 

(2
nd

 phase), I had concentrated on Derashe Woreda where the 

Kusume live with other people with special attention to people 

living in Gato kebele. In addition, I made slight investigation about 

the adjacent societies such as Derashe, Konso and Mashole to 

come up with some ethnological findings that help me create 

clarities about the socio- cultural similarities and differences as 

this is the very interesting issue to be addressed in an 

anthropological research. 
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It was impossible to visit all members of the community for the 

purpose of data collection. Consequently, I was forced to use a 

sample. Purposive sampling was applied. According to this, I have 

identified some individuals who are relevant to the study and then 

asked them to locate other useful individuals. The relevant 

persons, most of time, were gate keepers or community chiefs 

who might become key informants for the research.   

I used the ethno- historic method to conduct this cultural study, 

collecting data through participant observation, interview and 

focus group discussion (FGD) techniques. I depended on first 

hand information that was collected by the above techniques. 

Additionally I used secondary sources which include official 

statistics and other types of documents as data sources. The 

secondary sources were obtained from civil service and academic 

institutions. The Regional Bureau of Finance and Economic 
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Development and the Derashe Woreda Office of Culture, Tourism 

and Communication are the main two government institutions that 

were visited and contributed data a lot. Addis Ababa University, 

particularly Institute of Ethiopian Studies was exhaustively visited 

for review of literature.       

After leaving the society, I took a position to begin to test ideas 

about what has went on and to identity patterns of behavior by 

critically evaluating how to organize the process. This involved 

thinking about how to organize, write up the data and maximize 

the validity of the findings. Accordingly, I organized and wrote up 

the field notes produced through the above techniques. Then, this 

final qualitative account is emerged in this form. Thus, the 

organization and analysis of the research was qualitative as the 

study was based on descriptive data.  
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With regards to the structure of the study, this book has nine 

chapters. Chapter 1 addresses the question who the Kusume are 

and where they situated, the objective and significance of the 

study and methodological issues.  

In chapter 2, I have outlined data obtained from the review of 

literature, focusing on the theoretical discussions about ethno-

history and definition of concepts. Chapter 3 is all about the issues 

that demonstrate the ethnogensis, the historical overview that 

involves discussions concerning the medieval history of the 

nationality particularly the movements and settlements that the 

Kusume nationality had made and the modern history of the 

society right from Menelik II up to present. 

The next five Chapters explore issues in the analysis, 

interpretation and presentation of data about the life aspects of the 

people or the dimensions of the society under study. Accordingly, 
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chapter 4 walks around the economic activities of the people; the 

production distribution, consumption, exchange and other related 

issues. And the 5
th
 chapter is dealing about the social or 

institutional aspects. This is the chapter that addresses issues 

concerning kinship, descent, family, marriage and etc.   

The political system that mainly focused on the traditional 

administration and power structure is presented under the 6
th
 

chapter and an issue concerning the belief system and 

technological aspects of the society is presented under chapter 7 

and 8 respectively. The final chapter goes to the presentation of 

summary and suggestions.    

In fact things were not easy to conduct this research. To a certain 

extent I came through a number of challenges. The first and 

critical challenge to the validity and gaps if any in the research 

finding was the shortage of time. Looking deep down into the 
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culture of the society and digging out issues cross-culturally needs 

a long time. However, I stayed in the community for about a month 

and a half, which is not sufficient to conduct such an intensive and 

holistic research. The second is shortage of money which in turn 

caused difficulty for me to stay with the community as long as I 

need. The last critical challenge I faced during conducting this 

study was lack of literature concerning the history and culture of 

the society understudy. 
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                                           Chapter Two 

2. Theoretical Framework and Definition of Concepts 

2.1 Conceptual Discourse on Ethno-history 

This chapter answers the question what Ethno-history is and its 

origin as a method of study. Moreover, for clarity several critical 

concepts that are mentioned in this document will be defined. 

The term ethnohistory that first used in Vienna in the 1930s by 

ethnologist Frtiz Roack and the Viennese Study Group for African 

Cultural History and a subfield of anthropology is the use of 

ethnological and historical methods and materials to gain 

knowledge of the nature defined by ethnological concepts and 

categories. This definition, as the ethno historian Robert C. Euler 

explained in 1972, is the basic premise upon which American 

Ethnohistorians can base their studies, formulate their 

methodologies, and construct their hypotheses. The concept and 
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practice of ethnohistory is largely confined to the United States. As 

M.E. Harkin (2010) argues, ethnohistory was part of the general 

rapprochement between history and anthropology in the late mid-

twentieth-century social science. In the U.S, the field arose out of 

the study of American Indian communities required by the Indian 

Claims Commission (Harkin 2010: 113-128). 
Ethnohistory was not utilized in the U.S until the 1950‟s. It began 

as a result of the Indian Claims Act of 1946. Evidences used in the 

Native America claims against the U.S government employed both 

anthropological and historical reports and was presented at the 

Ohio Valley Historic Indian Conference. An outgrowth of the 

conference was the formation of the American Society for 

Ethnohistory, which was established in 1954 and published the 

first issue of its journal, Ethnohistory, that same year (Ibid). 
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The definition of the field has become more refined over years. 

Early on, ethnohistory differed from history proper in that it added 

a new dimension, specifically “the critical use of ethnological 

concepts and materials in the examination and use of historical 

source materials” (Fenton 1966: 75).  

Later; Axtell described ethnohistory as “the use of historical and 

ethnological methods to gain knowledge of the nature and causes 

of change in a culture defined by ethnological concepts and 

categories” (Axtell 1979: 2). Others have focused this basic 

concept on previously ignored historical actors. Schieffelin 

asserted, for example, that ethnohistory must fundamentally take 

account the people‟s own sense of how events are constituted and 

their ways of culturally constructing the past (Schieffelin and 

Gewertz 1985: 3). Finally, Simmons formulated his understanding 

of ethnohistory as “ a form of cultural biography that draws up on 
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as many kinds of testimony as possible over as long time period 

as the diachronic approach that is most rewarding when it can be 

joined to the memories and voices of living people”(Simmons 

1988: 10). 

To sum up, ethnohistory is the study of ethnographic cultures and 

indigenous customs by examining historical records. It is also the 

study of the history of various ethnic groups that may or may not 

exist today. Ethnohistory usually deals with small groups that do 

not have written histories instead of large societies. 

Usually to deal with small groups that do not have written history, 

ethnohistorians use both historical and ethnographic data as 

foundations. The historical methods and materials go beyond the 

standard use of book and manuscripts. Practitioners recognize the 

utility of maps, music, paintings, photography, folklore, oral 

tradition, ecology, site exploration, archaeological materials, 
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museum collections, enduring customs and language and place 

names. 

Ethnohistorians have learned to use their special knowledge of the 

groups they study, linguistic insights and the understanding of 

cultural phenomena in ways that make for a more in-depth 

analysis than average historian is capable of doing solely based 

on written documents produced by and for one group (Lurie, 1961: 

83). They try to understand culture on its own terms and according 

to its own cultural code. Ethno-history differs from other historical-

related methodologies in that it embraces emic perspective as 

tools of analysis. This is the ethnographic research approach to 

the way the members of the given culture prospect their world. 

The field and its techniques are well suited for writing cultures and 

histories of African people because of its holistic and inclusive 

framework. It is especially important because of its ability to bridge 
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differing frameworks and access a more informed context for 

interpretations of the past.  

2.2 Definition of Concepts 

Society: the term society is derived from a Latin word socius. The 

term directly means association, togetherness, gregariousness, or 

simply group of life. The concept of society refers to relatively a 

large grouping or collectivity of people who share more or less 

common and distinct culture, occupying a certain geographical 

locality, with the feeling of identity or belongingness, having all the 

necessary social arrangements or institutions to sustain itself 

(Zeriun, 2005: 62). 

Ethnography: is the study of people in naturally occurring setting 

or „fields‟ by means of methods which capture their social 

meanings and ordinary activities, involving the researcher 

participating directly in the setting, if not also the activities, in order 
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to collect data in a systematic manner but without meaning being  

imposed on them externally ( Brewer, 2000: 6). 

Ethnology: is a branch of anthropology dealing chiefly with the 

comparative and analytical study of cultures. It compares and 

analyzes the origin, technology, religion, language, and social 

structure of the ethnic, racial, and/or national divisions of humanity 

(Ethnology –Wikipedia, the free Encyclopedia …). 

Community: the concept of community has been one of the 

widest and most frequently used in social science.  Most argued 

that community is a group of people having the following four key 

qualities; a smallness of the social scale, homogeneity of activities 

and states of mind of members, self-sufficiency across a broad 

range of needs and through time, and consciousness of 

distinctiveness. It is to be characterized in terms of common 

interest between people, or a common ecology and locality, or a 
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common social system or structure with the sense of 

belongingness.  

Anthropology: anthropology is the study or science of mankind or 

humanity.  It is the broad study of humankind around the world 

and throughout time. It is concerned with both the biological and 

the cultural aspects of humans. Anthropology is a broad scientific 

discipline dedicated to the comparative study of humans as a 

group and their behavior: their interaction with each other and with 

the material environment from its first appearance on earth to its 

present stage of development. Most anthropologists study 

contemporary societies (or smaller groups within them), though in 

some countries anthropology also includes archaeology and the 

study of the past societies. It sits alongside related social sciences 

like sociology (which tends to be more quantitative), psychology 

(which focuses more on individuals) (Strang, 2009: 2).   
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                            Chapter Three 

3. The Origin and Historical overview of Kusume People 

             3.1 Ethno genesis  

According to my discussants, there are two contrasting definitions 

of the name „Kusume‟. One is that the term Kusume is 

synonymous to nama coka, which means strong person. This 

connotation said to be given by those people who have less 

knowledge about the culture because through prolonged cross 

checking during field work, I have found that it was highly rejected 

by the majority of the members of society.  

Local elders, who were mindful about the culture, including one of 

my key informants Lutayto, have stated that the term Kusume 

does not means nama coka instead, the term Kusume was 

derived from the local term kusinta meaning umbilical cord. The 

term was given for the community because of two reasons. One is 

that the Kusume were geographical situated at the center 
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encircled by the Derashe, Konso and the Mashole societies. The 

second rationale for the emanation of the term Kusume was the 

relative agriculture advantage of the society. The point here is that 

the Kusume society and its neighbors were agrarians who 

depended on rainfall. So when shortage of rainfall occurred, crops 

like maize and sorghum would be destroyed and resulted in no 

yield.  However, the Kusume did not face such challenges since 

they have been supported by small scale irrigation. As a result, 

there is production almost every season despite the variability of 

the amount of yield over different physical periods. Consequently, 

the term Kusume is associated with this presence of crop yield 

even though there is shortage of rainfall. Thus, the Kusume are 

seen as a center for other people to see such products be it during 

harsh or good weather conditions. So, people come to buy grains 

either to consume or to plant.      
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              3.2 The Medieval Period of Kusume  

As we know, it is very difficult to trace the ancient and medieval 

period histories of most of the communities found in the southern 

part of Ethiopia because there had been no valuable and sufficient 

written documents concerning their life aspects over the periods. 

This has made difficulties in organizing and writing their history in 

contemporary period. However, scholars studying human past, 

from several million years ago to the recent past rely on several 

types of data. Fossils and artifacts are the two most important 

evidences that lend a hand to write about the human past (Miller 

2008: 90). Paleoanthropologists and archaeologists collect, 

interpret, present and preserve evidences of many varieties in 

their study of human past based on the above data. The above 

suitable alternative mechanisms are crucial to write the past of 

societies that has no written history and therefore the practitioners 
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of the filed commonly relied up on these mechanisms. However, 

conducting archeological study particularly discovering fossils and 

artifacts through fieldwork for it inquires advanced skills, time and 

other tools and resources to undertake detailed work was not 

applied to conduct this research. I solely confined to creating new 

accounts based on oral traditions by just starting from null as there 

had been no research works conducted about the society under 

study. Hence serious attention was given to oral histories of the 

living people to provide information about their ancestors. So, 

suggestions and opinions that the people say about their ways of 

life (emic view) and all what outsiders know about the people 

under study (etic view) were crucial. 

Oral traditions of the community suggested that the present place 

that the Kusume inhabited was not their original homeland. With 

regard to the early population, movements, the Kusume have 
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many oral accounts of relocation. The 1
st
 oral account suggests 

that they had come to the present area after traveling a long 

distance. The elders said, they first rose from Liben which today 

incorporated under Somali Regional State as one zonal division by 

the same name. The elders stated that when they moved out of 

Liben, they had not moved alone as Derashe and Konso had 

moved at the same time. According to this oral account the 

Derashe were said to be moved taking the north side, the Konso 

took advantage over the southern side and the Kusume took the 

center. After Liben, the Kusume first settled in a place called 

Tinbala about which they only remember as it had mountainous 

topography. From there, they moved to Aylota then to Ansabata 

then to Talesso then to Bingo. Then after a long stay in Bingo they 

moved to Mande, a place that found at a few distance a head over 

the center of the society. According to this oral account, the 

movement of the people was not yet ended up as the people keep 
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on moving in two three directions from Mande because of 

uncomforting climate, severe epidemics and other natural and 

social  factors. They moved to Mukulo, Nalaya and other small 

places similarly named as Mande. By then, the Mukulo settlers 

were called „Hakeleta‟, those who moved to Mande were known 

by the name „Ashika‟ and the group that moved to Nalaya was 

named as Oybata. 

However, not all clans of the Kusume society came in the same 

direction at the same period in history, said the discussants. Of 

course the histories of most societies in Ethiopia, particularly in the 

south, indicate the same pattern. Some clans‟ claim that they were 

born in the land where they are suited currently therefore, consider 

themselves as natives. Such groups of people are those that take 

the upper hand in the political, religious and social aspects of their 
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respective societies. Some others come one after another and 

form a society.   

Indeed, there is another oral account that claims the origin of 

some clans of Kusume is similar to Derashe people who 

Kusume‟s consider as their own brothers and sisters. 

According to Hansamo (1993: 39) some of the Derashe clans 

were first rose from a particular place called Sobar or Sofar then 

passed via Liben, Korre land and finally reached Gadula area. He 

said, after Liben the Kalayta clan was headed by Kosha where as 

Arkamaita was headed by Kite. They were these two clans that 

pass through Korre. 

The Kusume people said that they were with the Derash that had 

come through Korre land. From this, one can understand that the 

above two clans that are also part of the Kusume community 

today, share the same history of movement with the two clans 
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found in Derashe side. The movements that were demonstrated 

by the above oral traditions were believed to take place during 16
th
 

century associated with the Great  movement  of 1520 – 1660, 

during which ethnic displacements took place and of which the 

Oromo, Somali and Afar people‟s movement was the strongest in 

the country and horn of sub – continent of Africa. The period was 

remarkable in Ethiopian history. It was accompanied by strong 

ethnic settlements and assimilations. The Adalite wars of 1524-

1543 accelerated the era and events of the great Ethiopian Ethnic 

migrations of the period during which the vast and diverse tribal 

and ethnic groups of Ethiopia particularly in the south east, south 

central and west partially or totally moved from their earlier 

positions. Among these the then pastoralist emigrating tribes of 

Oromo, Somali and Afar was the strongest. The various ancient 

Hadiya-Sidama groups of Gadayco, Gudella, Diho, Hadabo, Ganz, 

Sagg, Gab, Kebena, Gogala, Alaba, Ulbarag , Silti, Wetogria, 
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Sheshago and Bushe permanently left their ancestral region of 

today‟s southern Shewa and northeastern Sidama where they had 

began a process of assimilation with the local peoples of Gurage, 

Kembata and Gedeo (Website http://scaruffi:blogspot.com). 

The Kusume and other adjacent communities such as Derashe, 

Konso, Mashole, Mosie and the above ethnic groups in southern 

Ethiopia were the outcome of the great ethnic migration of the 16
th
 

century. The movement had continued until the seventh century 

because of its great scope and magnitude (Website 

http://scaruffi:blogspot.com).   

On the other hand, there is an oral account about the contending 

brothers whose origin is Liben and who then had come to Konso 

area during unknown period of time in history. They were named 

as Halla and Titiba. When the time went on, the two began to push 

each other. To bring peace the two looked for a solution whereby 
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they finally agreed to call the land and only whom the land heard 

would make to stay permanently at the place. By chance, the land 

was selected Halla. As a result, Titiba was forced to leave the 

area. When he left the area, he then settled in a place called 

Turro. But as he found that the kola (semi-arid) area was not 

comfortable for life, he later moved to Degamashole area.  Finally, 

the first Dama (king) from the Titiba family reached Tililo or 

Gardula after passing across cold zones (Hansamo, 1993:39).  

The Kusume local elders explained that some among the Turro 

settlers were not moved to the gardula area rather they moved 

downward to the kola (semi – arid) zone that later named 

Kolamashole.  

It was difficult to trace the exact time when the two Kusume clans 

separated from Derashe. However, after taking apart, the clans 

had first joined the other Kusume people at Tallesso, a place 
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located west of the Derashe Woreda‟s capital, Gidole. Today, the 

area is commonly known as Germoha. From this area they moved 

into Bingo and then to Mande. Then from Mande they finally 

moved in three areas. In these areas, there had been original 

people, who were assumed to be left from Titiba family who 

settled in Kolamashole and didn‟t made movement to Gardula. 

Due to intermarriages and other social groupings, the new comers 

were intermingled with the former settlers and together created the 

Kusume people dynasty. The Kusume people were kept in settling 

in these villages until the villages were burned by the Italian army 

during colonial occupation. Then, they were forced to move back 

to Mande where they again suffered from harsh climate and 

disease. Consequently they were forced to move to various places 

near and far.  
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                  3.3 Modern History of Kusume People 

          3.3.1 The Kusume during Emperor Menelik (1889-1913) 

The Kusume have their own political administrative system right 

from the very past. It was called ruma system. „Ruma‟ is a local 

term equivalent to king. The Kusume did not appoint Ruma among 

themselves rather, they accept the Derashe Dama (Derashe term 

for king) as their own. They only have their own clan leaders. By 

this system the Kusume tried to resist the Menelik force but unable 

to stop the pressure, said the senior aged local elders. When they 

understood that Menelik was too powerful, they gave up fighting 

soon and peacefully submitted to Menelik rule without much 

bloodshed. After the Menelik conquest the Ruma rule was 

collapsed and Menelik introduced the melkagna (representatives 

of absentee land lords) system to the community where by the 

people were made divided and ruled under several melkagnas‟ 
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(fudal lords who were typically Amhara and Oromo by origin) for 

who they pay tribute in cash and in kind and the Ruma was no 

seen as a big power but an organ that made people pay tribute 

and served the imperial government. According to my key 

informants‟ suggestion, the period was the worst of all parts of 

their history because they were forced to pay too much tax. They 

only took one fifth of their own production. The melkagenas‟ 

hammered the people to pay what is known as asrat. In the early 

period of conquest, they made people pay them grains to the 

maximum amount they need. But later on, they took land from the 

hands of the peasants. Then, the peasants became landless and 

were made servants. They plough the land and bring the 

production for the chiefs. It was not ended by this as people were 

again supposed to bring tribute in cash. Moreover, the people had 

to cook and feed the lords, their family and their horses as well. 

Fetching water, collecting firewood, washing clothes, cleaning 
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houses, grinding, cooking and feeding had been the major tasks of 

Kusume women. Men were forced to shoulder the farm activities. 

Those that could not able to serve and pay tribute were given the 

responsibility to feed horses of the lords since horses were their 

ordinary means of transportation for the lords during the period. 

 3.3.2 Kusume during Hailesilassie Regime (1930 – 1974) 

The period 1930 – 1935 was known as the period when 

absolutism emerged in Ethiopia. The coronation ceremony of 

Hailesilassie I took place seven months after the death of 

Empress Zewiditu (the daughter of Emperor Menelik) and his 

accession to absolute power. The interval was used in preparing 

the most extravagant coronation ceremony in Ethiopian history 

(Bahiru, 2002: 137). It was to be the major historical achievement 

of the emperor that he finally succeeded in realizing the unitary 

state of which Emperor Tewodros had dreamt. Altogether 
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oblivious of the economic content of the feudalism, the new 

emperor cast himself in the role of an anti-feudal crusader. In 

actual fact, what he was doing was to reconstruct feudalism on a 

new and advanced basis, enhancing the political power of the 

monarchy and guaranteeing the economic privilege of the nobility 

that became the essence of absolutism in the Ethiopian context 

(see Bahiru, 200:140). 

The emperor has continued the central control of the provinces 

that seems almost complete. By this he installed the provincial 

administration system and made the network to central 

government possible through assigned local governors that were 

loyal to the emperor. Below these governors there were „balabats‟ 

selected between the local peasants to link people to the 

governors. Through „balabats‟ the governors easily accessed the 

people and oppressed people. The inordinate rural taxation and 
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sharp business acumen of the period have made the emperor and 

the nobility the wealthiest Ethiopians (Ibid).  

The Kusume had faced the over taxation to the local governors. 

The system was „gebar‟. By the gebar system, the Kusume people 

were forced to pay much of the production for the governor. 

Moreover during holidays and some other special occasions, 

people were forced to give gifts for the rulers. 

 When Italian army occupied Ethiopia (1935 – 1941), the Kusume 

saw the army as liberator. The Kusume people said that the army 

was entered through Buriji and Gumayde area and reached Gidole 

and finally settled in Gardula highland area. Thus, from Gardula, 

the army easily came down to Kusume and lodged at mande (an 

area located 2 kms above the head of the present center, Gato). 

The Kusume called the army by the name banda. According to the 

local elders, when the banda have arrived, the people were 
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troubled and dispersed into different areas because the army was 

not a libration as expected. It rather appeared dangerous and 

aggressive. Majority of Kusume people got into forests and hidden 

themselves and their children while others caught by the Italian 

soldiers‟ and arrested. Particularly those who tried to resist (the 

patriots) were arrested and some were killed by the army, said the 

discussants. 

 Of course, the feudal system was collapsed but the exploitation 

and oppression of the people kept on. Today the people 

sorrowfully remember what their grandparents faced during the 

Italian occupation. They said that the Italian army exploited their 

fore parents. The army was snatched whatever found good from 

the hands of the local people. For instance, the soldiers and 

commanders robed well feed oxen and other precious properties 

of the time such as ivory, gold etc. They even raped women who 
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they found beautiful and capture pornographic pictures in the 

process. The balabat ruling system was restored during Italian 

occupation in Kusume but in different forms from the previous. It 

was a system by which rulers titled as balabat‟s and „chikashum‟ 

(the lower rulers) were assigned below the army among the 

people or from the nearby neighboring communities. They were 

assigned by the Italians to make people calm (not to resist) and to 

strengthen their exploitative power over them. By the help of 

„chikashums‟, people were easily accessed to become servant. 

Therefore, the balabats and the chikashums are facilitators and 

bridges who act on behalf of the colonial power but rooted in the 

local community. 

The Kusume also called this balabats by the tittle „Ruma‟. 

Accordingly, the first Ruma during the Italian occupation was 

Ruma Titiba, who was from Derashe. The Kusume and Derashe 
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shared Ruma‟s in history. But the „chikashums‟ were appointed 

from Kusume. Hale Banasha and Kudado Algala were the local 

leaders of Kusume in Nalaya and Mande respectively. But these 

two rulers were caught and arrested by the Italians since the 

Italians judge them as bandits. Kudado was one of the clan 

leaders of Kusume. So like other clans do, he was not supposed 

to eat fish, hen‟s egg etc. However, he passed over the norm and 

ate fish due to hunger since they were taken far away to Gunjule, 

an island on Lake Chamo. As a result, he was bitten by bad spirits 

and died on the island. Only Hale Banasha survived the prison 

and come back to the society. In the place of their deceased 

leader, the settlers of Mande assigned a chikashume Bayashe 

Birchale. When the time went on Bayashe was replaced by 

Enangalo Bode.  
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So generally, until the arrival of British army the discussants 

forwarded that the Italian army did sinful and evilest practices on 

the life of the Kusume people of the period by the help of the 

balabats‟ and the chikashums‟. They said that it was after the 

surrender of Italian army to British army that the Kusume women 

began to appear in public areas by getting out from the dark 

jungles where they hide themselves. 

Lutayto Guga, local elder and one of my key informants has said 

the following concerning the arrival of British army and the 

collapse of Italian rule in Kusume: 

I was keeping goats in the morning at around 2 o’clock when the two 

British air craft’s come from southern direction and dropped bombs on  

Mande; where the Italians fort and camp found. When these air craft’s  

went back another two come at the mid of the day and landed on 

Mande. 
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It was during that time that the Italian army seemed escaped and left  

the area free because we could not found them there in the next 

morning.    

What we found was a cave that we today called ‘ haihayo’, found 

below  

the fortress which is still open and protected. The amazing thing about 

the  

cave is that no one knows what they left inside. People fear to get in 

because they think there might be explosive and yet the area is 

covered by thick forest, which made people fear of snake bite. 

The fortress was circularly built by stone wall. When one hits the 

entire area of the fortress by foot, it gives a sound of cultural 

musical instrument drum which is locally known as „tinba‟. This 

indicates that the cave was made very deep and wide straight 

below the fortress and its mouth is outside the wall. They were the 

Kusume people who built the fortress. The cave is part of the 
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fortress and it was dug by the free labor of the Kusume people. 

Something like a cloth was tied on the eyes of the laborers when 

they come to dig the cave and return to home in order not to see 

the exact place of the cave since the colonialists fear the 

unexpected attack of local people. As local elders revealed, after 

the bombardment of the British air force, the colonialists were 

forced to leave the fortress by killing all local people who partake 

in loading their property to their aircrafts. The killing was assumed 

to be not to live witnesses on what the colonialists left inside the 

cave.   
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Figure 3 and 4: Showing Italian fortress covered by forest with thick cactus tree at 

Mande 

 

  Source: Field photos, November 2013, Kusume 

When emperor Hailesilassie returned back from exile he came into 

throne again. Then, he sent his agents to the previous provinces 

that had been under him to restore his rule. According to this, he 

sent Dejazmach Gersu  Ababora (Doki) to south. Gersu passed to 

Jinka through Gardula and Ale. He did not come to Kusume. He 

would rather sent police forces that declared the coming back of 

the king for the people. Hence, the people came back to their 

home and their life and performed their daily activities. Local 
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elders said, by then, order and stability was maintained and 

people felt secured. 

When stability maintained the monarchical rule was restored and 

strongly applied to Kusume community like other communities in 

the country. The king introduced a system to accumulate wealth 

known as „balabat – gabar‟ system or „landlord – tenant‟ system by 

which those who suffered together with him during the struggle for 

independence were assigned as local rulers that collect tribute in 

kind and cash and took it to the central government. 

After the surrender of Italian army, the chikashume (lower ruler) 

rule was continued. Therefore, the local rulers were assisted by 

these grass root rulers. The Kusume „chikashumes‟ during the 

regime of Hailesilassie collect tribute from people and brought to 

Dejazemach Gersu. By this balabat gabar system people were 

given a land measured by qualad (local means of measuring land) 
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together with land lords to whom they give tribute of three 

forth(3/4) of the total production.  

According to Otayto Nokayto, local elder, the gabar system had 

seriously alienated the Kusume from their production. He said that 

people were only allowed to take one hand of their total 

production. This exploitation was existed until the collapse of 

monarchal rule that was followed by the coming of the Military 

government (Derg) on to power in 1974. 

3.3.3 The Kusume during the Military Regime (1974 – 1991) 

The Kusume were moved down to „Gato‟, their present place by 

the resettlement program launched in 1980 by the former military 

government (Dergue) and right then they inhabited in various 

small villages, said Ato Lutayto.            

As many know, the Dergue came onto power under the slogan 

„land to the tiller‟ (meret learashu in Amharic). By then, those who 
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plough the farmlands for who they pay tribute were became land 

owners and made only to pay tribute to the government. 

Moreover, Dergue was made land redistribution of which many 

communities felt unhappy. The Kusume were among those people 

who argued the land redistribution was unfair. 

Additionally, Dergue was a military government with war mentality 

than development. Therefore, the major slogan was „everything to 

the war front‟. As a result, homes and schools ran out of male 

youth and adults. They were forcefully taken to warfront. The 

Kusume said people were caught from their hiding place even in 

the mid night. Like other societies in Ethiopia the harsh doings of 

the period that not all mentioned in this document was annoyed 

the Kusume people, said the local people, who lose one of their 

parent by the military act of the time. 
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           3.3.4 The Kusume from 1991 onwards 

To the researcher's knowledge ethnicity is not only a political 

question but it is also the question of humanity. However, the 

question of ethnicity was not resolved in the history of Ethiopia 

prior to 1991. So the year 1991 was seen as the year of chosen 

identity for the nationalities that build the renewed nation state of 

Ethiopia. The Ethiopian People Revolutionary Democratic Front 

(EPRDF) came into power in this year. It was this that has made 

people to enjoy the right to be recognized, respected and 

benefited equally hence made people get relive from their identity 

hunger. 

After coming onto power, the EPRDF government has declared 

the rights of nations, and nationalities including the right of self- 

determination up to scission (see the FDRE constitution of 1995, 

Article 39). Like others, the Kusume people took the privilege and 

decided to be administered under the Derashe Special Woreda.  

The Kusume have been officially included under Derashe 

administration during the Dergue regime. The Derashe was an 

administrative Awraja (equivalent to zone) during the Dergue 

regime and the Kusume people had been under this Awraja. 
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Finally when the EPRDF come on to power the Kusume were 

made integrated under Derashe special Woreda that recently 

became woreda following the emergence of Segene Area 

Peoples‟ Zone.  

AS in any society in the later periods of 1991 there were irregular 

disputes among Kusume, Konso, Derashe, and Alle people. As a 

result, the Kusume felt uncomfortable saying disgusting it was 

because the Kusume society is located in the middle of the above 

societies. The noticeable conflicts include: the lengthened conflicts 

among the Derashe communities, the conflict of Alle with Derashe 

and Konso following the Alle people‟s question of being a separate 

woreda that got solution later and the conflict between Derashe 

and Konso over farming and grazing land. The Kusume said they 

never allied with any of the aforementioned conflictants; rather 

they became neutral and took part in a peace making process; 

that is why several conflict resolution conferences were held at 

Kusume. Finally, the regional government set a solution emanated 

from firm political commitment and came up with the idea of 

collecting these communities under a single zonal administration 

that thought to bring a sustainable peace in the area and this gave 
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birth to the Segene Area Peoples‟ Zone. This new zone includes 

Buriji, Amaro, Derashe, Konso and Alle woredas. Moreover, the 

zone comprised of eight nationalities which include Buriji, Korre, 

Derashe, Konso, Kusume, Mashole, Mosie and Alle.  
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Chapter Four 

4. Economic Activities 

There are vast differences between the economies of isolated, 

small, self- sufficient societies and large-scale ones that are 

integrated into the modern system of global commerce. These 

differences are not only in terms of the scale of economies. Their 

systems of production, distribution and exchange as well as 

concept of property ownership are often radically different. 

Systems of production refer to how food and other necessities are 

produced. In other words, they are subsistence patterns such as 

foraging, pastoralism, horticulture and agriculture. The Kusume 

right from the very past engaged in several economic activities 

such as agriculture, apical culture, trade and other minor activities 

for survival. Their main livelihood is agriculture that involves both 

crop and animal husbandry.  
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                      4.1 Crop production 

The Kusume were known by cultivating mixed grains. The most 

common type of crops preferred among both ancient and the 

present Kusume are sorghum and maize. Dishkara or Tododa is 

the common sorghum species that the Kusume grow well and 

known of it amongst its surrounding communities. It is a typical 

crop that they rang first among other crops they adopted at 

different times from their neighbors because they believe that it is 

drought resistant and has high protein content therefore, well for 

diet. Children to be very strong and grow healthy were made to 

feed on food made of dishikara. The other crop they produce next 

to dishkara is koka, which is used in the same way to dishkara. 

Moreover, this crop is highly produced for market as it is very good 

for sprout. Therefore, it is highly demanded by the local people to 

brew local drinks and by beverage factories found near and far as 
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well. Recently, they start cultivating a well knew cash crop teff 

(Eragrostis abyssiniaca), a common crop from which the Kusume 

preparing the traditional food butena. This type of food is very 

popular in the country today and it is seen as the cultural food of 

Ethiopia by the name enjera. 

Figure 5 and 6: showing people at work in a farm of small growing maize 

(left) and a farm occupied by their well known crop coka (right) 

                                                                                 

  Source: Field photos, May 2011, Kusume 
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The Kusume also produce seed crops for instance beans and 

others of different species. All bean species are known by the 

general local name alequqa but each has its own name such as 

ohota, neqayate, beqegna etc. The common type of bean the 

Kusume dominantly grow is bekegna, which is one species of 

bean that culturally demanded to usually exist at every diet among 

the Kusume. Moreover, they produce haggala (cabbge), shaqalate 

(moringa), pepper, banana, mango etc both for domestic 

consumption and market. Products like banana and mango 

recently are predominantly produced by market orientation and 

become major source of large money for the society. People take 

these products to markets such as Moyale, Adama and Addis 

Ababa.  

Kapha (irrigation) is an ancient culture among Kusume and 

associated with Eyanda River around which they made a 
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settlement. Since their farmlands are situated inside the Great Rift 

Valley on a plain area, they thank the river for they easily get bisha 

(water) from it and supply the crops that grow on in their plot 

throughout the year. 

Using irrigation, they produce such crops twice or more in a year. 

Besides, they also cultivate cabbage, pepper and bananas both 

for market and for home consumption. However, the irrigation 

system is traditional and small scale. They undertook canal 

construction as usual in unstructured and unorganized way. Still 

the irrigation system is not organized and mechanized and the 

community does not fully utilize the river‟s irrigable potential. That 

is why most people argue that it is unbelievable to see a 

community with such natural endowment impoverished for the 

Kusume sometimes suffer from food shortage. Therefore, there is 
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a need for all concerned organs to intervene and bring sustainable 

solutions. 

Figure 7 and 8: Eyanda River and big bridge over it and people 

undertaking communal irrigation activity 

 

 Source: Field photos, May 2011 and November 2013 respectively, Kusume  

According to the response of community elder‟s, it was the Derge 

government that tried to help people use the river by building 

irrigation canals and providing training about the irrigation 

technology. But these water canals were never renewed later. 

Consequently, they are not functioning today. The people get no 

support from anyone. Thus, being in a group, the local people dig 
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simple canals using hand tools but this does not address the 

community‟s need for large scale irrigation.  

                    4.2 Animal Husbandry 

As rearing animals side by side with crop plantation is common 

practice among the wider agricultural communities of Ethiopia, the 

Kusume are famous in animal husbandry. They said, in the past 

when there was plenty of pasture, the people rose livestock such 

as cattle, sheep, goats etc. extensively. However, when the 

population size of Kusume increased in the later periods, it 

resulted in shortage of pasture since pasture lands were changed 

into crop lands purposely to feed the ever increasing population.  

Figure 9 and 10: showing that the Kusume rear mixed livestock: Cattle, 

donkeys and goats were kept together 
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      Source: Field photos November 2013, Kusume 

According to my focus group discussants, the people find animal 

production very difficult as the pasture lands turned to farmlands 

due to population increase that in turn increased food demand. By 

changing their mind, they only run such activity slightly beside 

other major economic duties. The Kusume people typically limited 

to rearing oxen primarily for its power and market. Of course 

currently, minor attention was given to meat, milk and milk 

products compared to the ancient one. They do not expect milk 

and butter when their cows give birth rather appreciate the calf 

since they did not give enough milk because of shortage pasture. 
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They believe calf that born home is better than that bought from 

market for fattening.              

          4.2.1 Merta (fattening)  

Fattening for market is a very common cultural practice among 

Kusume, Mashole, Derashe and Konso. The Derashe 

acknowledge Konso and Kusume for learning fattening bulls, 

sheep and goat, which Derashe mastered today. Fattening 

animals by its very nature is a kind of intensive animal husbandry 

which is environmentally friendly and highly economically. In 

Kusume it is taken as a response against the shortage of grazing 

land. 
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  Figure 11, 12 and 13: showing fattening of bull, sheep and goat 

respectively 

 

 

                  Source: Field photos, November 2013, Kusume 

„Merta‟ is an equivalent term to fattening animals the 

aforementioned communities use. Merta has high economic value 
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as mentioned by Kusume people during fieldwork. The Kusume 

more prefer bull to fatten because it has high economic advantage 

when compared to sheep and goat fattening. The above bull was 

tied at home for two years and was given a price of 17 thousand 

birr as revealed by the owner during field work. However, the 

owner did not agreed to sell it under 20 thousand birr. They give 

serious attention for it. They tie animals at home and feed on most 

commonly what they called „micha‟, the residue of „laqa‟ (their 

usual local drink), which is a good diet for the animals. Of course 

the animals were given pasture before they feed on „micha‟. 

Like bulls, the Kusume also fatten male sheep and goat which 

known among them as „laha‟ and „kolibaita‟ respectively to be fatty 

and hence sold at high price. The „laha‟ that indicted in figure 12 

was named „alkaworash‟ after the name of the owners and was 

the biggest „laha‟ in the community during the field work. The 
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owner feed it at home for four years and hence expected a 4000 

birr sale. The owner was refused to sell it for birr 3300 given by 

merchants. In addition to its market importance „laha‟ is crucial 

among the Kusume in order to prepare one of their folk medicine 

called „supa‟. It was prepared from „masarta‟ the fatty meat around 

tail and sometimes they add fat from the chest area. They cut 

these fatty meats in to pieces and cook with other local spices like 

white onion (garlic). Finally, they add it into objects such as guard 

wearing skin jacket, horn or bottle and put it hidden and out of 

child reach. It is used when one in the family, neighbor or clan is 

ill. Moreover, women during maternal period and minor children 

take it together with other cultural diets to be healthy. Supa is 

believed to be a medicine for several diseases such as malaria, 

typhoid, etc…, said the to the community elders. 
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Figure 14: a bottle with supa aged two years 

 

       Source: Field photo, November 2013, Kusume 

Its other importance is the Kusume use supa in the absence of 

butter. For instance, when women give birth, they feed on supa. 

The Kusume use butter but it seems that it has a secondary status 

among them because it easy to access butter than supa. Only the 

household head and mother or the eldest son or eldest daughter 

arranges supa for consumption. The people said, as there is no 

enough pasture for their cattle, the production of milk and butter is 

decreased. It seems this situation made the people to set the 
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mechanism of preparing supa and using it in the place of butter. 

And yet not all households have it all the time. Therefore, when a 

child is sick, by their culture family of the sick child go to the 

household that has supa in the village and ask for it according to 

the norm of the society. As far as asked according to their culture, 

there is no way that one can refuse to give it for the other by their 

culture.   

The supa is also common among Derashe, Konso and Mashole. 

For example, the Derashe people prepare it in same way to the 

Kusume and call it „hopa‟. 

                    4.3 Labor Division    

Since the social system is patriarchal, in Kusume, the father is 

supposed to order his wife and children to do this and that. He 

gives direction for what to be done therefore, does not undertake 

much work. He carries duties considered as the highest career 
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among the community. For example, responsibilities concerning 

irrigation go to the household head among the society. So, the 

wife and children shoulder large share of economic activities. 

In a given household, the wife undertakes domestic 

responsibilities exclusively whereas farm activities are said to be 

tasks of males.  The women have to cook, wash, fetch water, 

collect firewood, grained, feed and care for children and the old 

ages. The funny thing is that men do not perform farm duties 

alone as women have yet something to do with such as taking 

food to be eaten at farm for the labor force and become part of the 

labor. The women perform farm duties alongside their husbands 

and others until the time they collect firewood reaches. It is very 

common to see women carrying heavy load of firewood coming 

home on foot in Kusume. After unloading she does not even have 

time to take rest but begins preparing dinner for the labor force 
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she depart at farm and for the children and the old age that stay 

around home. 

From the above description, one can understand that women in 

Kusume have multiple responsibilities. They are burdened with 

lots of household tasks including farming. They are highly 

oppressed and their labor is exploited. The Kusume men thought 

that their women were mere objects of child production that 

created to serve their husbands. 

In the past, children were responsible to perform domestic works 

in addition to farm activities. A girl was obliged to help her mother 

whereas boy share tasks that belong to father, as far as their age 

status permit. 

If they are alive, the grandparents have given some tasks at home 

and outside. Grandfathers look after calves, goats and sheep 

whereas grandmothers stay at home and care for the children. 
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Indeed, now - a - days, since education is expanded all over the 

country, the Kusume started sending majority of their children to 

school when they reach the age of school. As the field foundation 

indicates, by their experience, they are only those who tried and 

showed no interest in schooling and those who are poor in 

academic performance become dropouts and join the permanent 

household labor unit. 

Today, in Kusume there is one school where first, second and 

third cycle education is given. The 1
st 

cycle (grade 1- 4) and 2
nd

 

cycle (grade 5- 8) education has begun in 1976 whereas the 3
rd

 

cycle education is of young age. It was started in the same year 

the first phase fieldwork began, in 2011. The Kusume thank the 

government for opening such schools otherwise, they would have 

been suffer from illiteracy. 
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As clearly illustrated earlier, among the Kusume jobs are classified 

based on gender. For example, fetching water is exclusively the 

task of women. Men do not ever appear in public carrying water.  

Figure 15 and 16: showing women undertaking one of their domestic 

responsibilities; the women seen below are coming from river carrying 

water 

 

 Source: Field photos in May 2011, Kusume. 

It is very rarely that he who has no one to substitute his wife when 

she give birth or sick, goes to river to fetch. But he has to do this 

early before the community members wake up from sleep. 
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Particularly, he should not be seen by women therefore, he has to 

accomplish it by nightfall when there was no one moving.   

             4.4 Fera (grain harvesting) 

The Kusume society has its own harvesting style. Harvesting of 

maize and different sorgham species is locally known as fera 

among the society whereas that of teff, paracha (millet) and other 

cereals is called hamma. The harvesting may be done by family 

labor or by other social organizations. Tomota and parka are the 

common social organizations to undertake such duties. They are 

organizations made of large groups of people of both sexes and 

age strata. Except the old age both the youth and adults work in 

tomota and parka. According to their tradition, a given tomota is 

formed by 5 up to 10 persons. This labor organization gives 

unpaid labor for the society. It serves its members that made the 

organization turn by turn. The parka is equivalent to the Amharic 
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term „debo‟. It is usually made of 10 up to 20 members. It has its 

own structure and rules. For parka the community has to pay to 

get its service and should prepare „laqa‟ and other important 

edible local foods for labor unit to be consumed at farm and/or at 

home. A given parka is divided in to two sub – units named unit 

one and unit two and each is named as „losha‟. If the farm is small 

only one „losha‟ give labor service and the other one take the next 

turn but when the farm is big and has intense and time taking 

activities, both „losha‟ together named as parka to undertake the 

duty and accomplish it as fast as possible. 

The Kusume follow certain process when harvesting their crops. 

For instance, when they harvest maize, they first cut down it when 

dry. Then after a reasonable period, may be weeks, they separate 

the heads from the covers and accumulate in temporary stores 

purposely prepared at farm place. The remaining waste serves as 
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a pasture for their animals. They keep the grains to dry well for 

five or six weeks.  Finally, one among the above mentioned social 

organizations, or the family unit hit the heads using big sticks to 

separate the grain and transport it to the village and add it into 

their special underground store called „polla‟ (pollawa or pollada – 

plural). The common means of transportation is donkey. Besides 

donkeys women carry loads of grain on their back and sometimes 

men also carry the loads on their head. The cultural object used 

for holding and transporting grains is known as „agala‟.  It is a local 

sack prepared from hide. 

 Less than a quarter of the production left at home for immediate 

consumption the remaining kept in polla. They believe that the 

home cannot save the grains because too much storage at home 

leads to improper consumption. The Kusume also collect other 

crops yields in a more or less similar process to the process of 
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maize harvesting. The social organizations also undertake pre- 

harvesting activities such as clearing a plot, planting seeds and 

avoiding beds that hinder the normal growth of seedlings. 

Figure 17: a donkey carrying big load of grains, which shows how they 

load their donkeys to transport the production from farm to home, polla and 

market 

 

Source: Field photo, November 2013, Kusume 
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           4.5 Pollota or Polla : underground grain store 

The tradition of keeping grains in pollawa (plural) is very common 

among Kusume and its neighboring nationalities such as Derashe, 

Konso, and Mashole. The rationale behind „polla‟ is saving. Such 

indigenous knowledge of economic protection has an old history 

among these nationalities. 

„Polla‟ is not simply prepared anywhere but they traditionally know 

the best soil that does not spoil their grains.  Traditionally the wise 

local men test the soil by tongue to know whether it is salty or not. 

Once the soil type is distinguished, they dig the place deep down. 

They have their own style of digging. 
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Figure 19: Pollota (underground store). The plate on the accumulated soil 

is the cover of the inner mouth. Then it will be covered by soil.

 

            Source: Field photo, May 2011, Kusume  

The outer most part was made narrow and enough for one person 

to stand inside. After digging approximately half a meter down in 

circle, they then begin to dig another opining that is the main 

mouth of the „polla‟ for which stone plate is prepared to cover. 

They again dig another hole with one up to two meter length and 

with smaller width than the outer mouth. At this stage they began 
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to sending a child most of the time a boy who can sit inside and 

dig all sides down. The child sends the soil up by small basket or 

other materials for the upper one. The child will keep up doing so. 

When the child feels tired, another child will take over the task and 

continue until it becomes wide enough for an adult to enter. After 

the child comes out, an adult will get in and finalize all the 

remaining activities such as deciding the size, inner design and 

cleaning the wall and the floor.  

To finish a single polla the digging process will take seven up to 

12 days. The size of a single polla is determined by the amount of 

a yield in a given product ion period plus the interest of the people 

and the thickness of the rock during digging.  

People may need for example only to have a „polla‟ that holds 30 

or 40 loads of donkey. This is the medium one. Others (the rich 
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class) need to have stores that hold 50 to 70 loads of donkey, 

which is said to be the biggest category. 

  Figure 20: showing a man assisted by his children, taking out grains from 

„polla‟ 

 

 

 

 

  

 

   Source: Field photo, May 2011, Kusume   

Polla is prepared in the high places where water cannot be 

collected and stay calm. If water is collected over polla, it will get 

into the inner part. Once water gets into it, the grains will 
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completely become out of use. In Kusume the up lands that are 

surround their village in chain to the head created good 

opportunity. So when one visits these areas, he/she easily sees 

polla side by side. 

Figure 21: slope land with agglomeration of polla 

 

Source: Field photo, May 2011, Kusume 
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It is not advisable to have one „polla‟ in isolated place from other 

peoples‟ polla. Thus, „polla‟ are made in fixed places like human 

settlement in villages. The „polla‟ are not protected by guards as 

there is no theft among the Kusume. Stealing is a taboo and seen 

as a sin that goes against the rules of their supernatural power 

called „Waqa‟. 

The other most important aspect of polla is that it is an indicator of 

social status. Among Kusume the person who has many polla is 

given a high social status and named as „shorokita‟ („shoroka‟ - 

plural). 
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                        4.6 Foods and Drinks 

              4.6.1 Dama: local foods 

Dama is an equivalent local term for food in Kusume. As 

mentioned so far, the Kusume are agrarian producing crops that 

mentioned at the beginning of this chapter for home consumption 

and market. They prepare their staple food from crop grains. The 

most common and usual type of food among the society is named 

„kutuma‟. It is prepared mainly from koka, tododa and maize flours. 

A measured amount of powder is mixed with cool water and the 

flour becomes a daugh. Then they make into small number of 

circular irregular divisions like balls. After this they put a pot on fire 

with water. When the water is boiled, they add a cabbage or 

„shalakat‟ (moringa tree) sometimes with beans and sometimes 

alone. Finally, they add the divisions in to the pot. When cooked 

they drop it on a material known as „toma‟ (wooden bowl). Then 
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they may add butter and consume it with milk. It is a type of food I 

found delicious in my stay in the community. 

  Figure 22: Showing their usual food „kutuma‟ 

 

Source: Field photo, November 2013, Kusume 

This type of food is very common among other nationalities near 

and far for example Derashe, Konso, Mashole Mosie, Alle, Zeyse 

and etc. Apart from varied terminologies these nationalities share 
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a common cooking process. For instance, the Derashe people 

prepare in the same way and call it „hawala‟. 

The food they consume in a second place is called „lakota‟. It is 

simply prepared by mixing maize or sorghum flour with water. 

They make the daugh flat and cook it on saucepan made from 

steal or clay. It is often eaten with milk and soap. 

„qosheta‟ is a type of food that is simply prepared by heating 

engrained maize or barely (bora) or sunflower on the material they 

cook lakota. Then, they break up it by their teeth. It is taken with 

„holla‟ (local tea made of sundried roasted coffee leaves). They 

usually have it early in the morning before any other food since it 

serves as an appetizer.  

The Kusume eat meat but they do not kill cattle for meat for a 

household consumption. But they slaughter goat or sheep. They 

buy beef meat from a market. Of course they also buy goat and 
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sheep meet from a market because they do not always slaughter 

one at home. They did so occasionally. Monday is the common 

day for meat eating in Kusume because on Monday a big bloody 

market is held up near Eyanda River. On this day, hundreds of 

animals are slaughtered for hosting thousands of people that 

attend the market partial or full to enjoy meat. So it is such huge 

killing of animals that make the market bloody.  

Figure 23 and 24: Partial pictures of the meat area in the Monday market 

 

Source: Field photos, May 2011, Kusume 
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Monday is seen as a leisure time for the members of the 

neighboring communities who accomplished their week day duties 

and decided to relax and rebuild their body that fatigued and 

exhausted by consecutive labor service.  

                    4.6.2 Drinks 

The Kusume people distill potent liquor from fermented maize and 

sorghum. They call it „laqa’ (local beer). The Derashe call it as 

„barishota‟ or „hipa‟ whereas the Konso call it „chaqa‟. The Kusume 

drink „laqa‟ usually.  Adults and elders most of the time do not give 

attention to edible foods for laqa serves as both food and drink. It 

has strong alcoholic content and may intoxicate its users. Laqa is 

prepared for two purposes. The first is for unpaid consumption at 

home and the other is for sale. The laqa for sale is named „koyla‟. 

So, if it is „koyla‟, people are supposed to pay when served. 
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Figure 25: Woman selling koyla              Figure 26: Men drinking koyla

 

    Source: Field photo, May 2011, Kusume                     Source: Field photo, November 2013, Kusume 

Preparing laqa is an exclusive task of Kusume women. The 

women prepare laqa in the following way: First sorghum flour and 

maize are soaked in water in a wooden bowl for about a week. At 

this stage it is named as pullota. This pullota is then rubbed 

between the palms and mixed with sorghum powder. Then it is 

placed in a big pot over fire. After a considerable period of time, it 

is removed from the fire and returned back to the wooden bowl to 

cool. It is then grounded by pestle (tumabayta) and compressed to 
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powder. After this it is mixed again with sorghum cake and maize 

sprouts. After this it is soaked in water for twenty-four hours. The 

mix is transferred into a big pot (okota) and drunk when it gets 

thick. 

The Kusume did not use tap water to beer laqa. They rather use 

river water. The reason as the Kusume local elders explained is 

that the tap water is underground water that is warm, salty and 

thick. Hence, it harms the quality of the beer. When women use it, 

they found it practical bring change in test. It sours the test of the 

beer before the proper time of use and makes it uncomfortable to 

drink. The river water according to the community women is cool 

and believed free from salt and hence the laqa tests nice and does 

not get sour fast.  

When rain falls, the river water becomes impure but the 

community systematically purifies and still fetch from the river. The 
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women use simple techniques to purify the water. They dig small 

holes in the river side. After a given period of time the holes would 

be full of water that passes inland via the sand. The water is not 

pure but they fetch it and use it. During the fieldwork, I used the 

water and observed that it is yellow due to different sediments in it. 

They drink it alone when they are thirsty. But most of the time, 

they boil and use it with laka. The boiled and cooled water are 

named as „bisha folle‟ and „bisha pull‟ respectively. It is common to 

hear such terms where one goes to buy „koyla‟. 

Almost all informants that are outsiders in origin but living in the 

community such as health experts, teachers and other 

development agents in aggregate have said that it was not 

common to witness local people using underground or rain water 

for „laqa‟ and other purposes. According to this finding, except the 

aforementioned people almost all of the community members 
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never turn their face to fresh water already provided by 

government.                                                                   

The Kusume drink „laqa‟ at communal gatherings, while enjoying 

their leisure time, discussing various issues and exchanging 

important ideas.  Starting from the very past, the Kusume people 

drink blood sometimes with alcohols like katikala, local areke. 

When one becomes ill, the native doctors order him/her to drink 

blood alone. Others drink mixing it with laqa and alcohol for luxury. 
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                                       Chapter Five 

                     5. The Social or Institutional Aspects 

            5.1 Family, Kinship and Descent 

The society that I have studied has stimulated my strong interest 

in family, kinship and descent. Kinship, as vitally important in daily 

life of non-industrial societies, has become an essential part of my 

research because of its importance to the people I studied. I have 

made a closer look at the systems of kinship and descent that 

have organized the human life for much of our history. I quickly 

recognized social divisions and groups within the society under 

study during the fieldwork. I learned about significant groups by 

observing their activities and imposition. I observed people living 

in the same village or neighborhood that work or celebrate 

together because they are related in some way. 
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             5.1.1 Lema (family) 

Family is the minimal social unit that cooperates economically and 

assumes the responsibility for rearing children. It is the basic 

social unit of all social institutions; it is the building block of any 

society. A dominant form of family in today‟s modern world 

consists of a husband, wife and their dependent child or children. 

This is called nuclear family. However, this type of family is not the 

ideal one in small scale societies where families most of the time 

consists of three or more generations, known as extended 

families. Extended families may also emerge out of polygamous 

marriage form.  

In ancient Kusume, when a first born son called qarta, get married, 

he and his family of procreation lived with his family of origin. He 

serves them and he was the old age security. But as time went on 

the practice was changed and when married, he stays 2 up to 3 
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years with the family of origin. Then he was supposed to have his 

own home may be far away from his family‟s residential area. 

Therefore, the Kusume is a society with extended family unit in the 

past replaced by nuclear family unit today. However, there are 

rare cases that the extended families still exist. This finding may 

creates confusion as it is far away from the family type of most 

agrarian societies particularly that found in the developing 

countries. As we known agriculture needs intensive labor. It is 

believed that due to this reason the families who depended on 

agriculture prefer to be in unity than living apart just to have huge 

labor force.  

 As clearly stated above the Kusume society is mainly organized 

by nuclear family units but this does not hinder the advantage of 

forming huge labor force. Because the newly married couples do 

not establishes their home independent of both the groom‟s and 
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bride‟s family rather choice to live near (ambilocal residence). The 

community is not large scale in composition and the villages 

established very close.      

When the couple‟s are unable to support and manage their own 

family of procreation, they have the right to come back home and 

continue living along with groom‟s family. Such residential unit is 

called patrilocal family, which is rare among Kusume. In this case 

the nuclear family has no special role in social life. The extended 

social unit assumed most or all of the functions otherwise 

associated with the nuclear family. The household was headed by 

a male household head and his wife, the senior women. When 

grandparents are alive, they are the top and respected figures in 

the household. 

The junior sons named „kusita‟ were all the time supposed to go 

out after marriage given small plot of land, cattle if any, and all 
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necessary materials that help them to begin new life. This 

happened when the father and the eldest son agreed. 

As discussed earlier, the social system is patriarchal, the owner of 

the wealth in the family are husbands. In a male dominated 

society, women have no power over economy. They are given 

secondary status. If anything, women are given the responsibility 

of managing domestic activities. In addition to this, the Kusume 

women are responsible to control the consumption of the grain 

stored at home. But the remaining property falls under the control 

of the husband. No one can touch it unless he permits or 

commands. Women and children who equally involved in almost 

all production activities have no right to touch the grains stored in 

polla without the knowledge of the father.  
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              5.1.2 Kinship       

Rapport and Overing (2000: 217) argued that kinship is to 

anthropology what logic is to philosophy or the nude is to art; it is 

the basic discipline of the subject. Since kinship studies were the 

heartbeat of the discipline of anthropology, it is no wonder that 

„kinship‟ can be dismantled as the emperor with no clothes, or 

rather the emperor fully clothed in grand-narrative imaginary 

dress. 

Kinship is defined as the network in which people are related to 

one another through blood, marriage and other ties. It is a kind of 

social relationship that ties people. Kinship is universally found in 

all societies. It can be created through three ways: one is through 

blood; this is the principle of consanguinity. A consanguine is a 

person who is related to another through blood. It includes kin, not 

friends. Good examples of consanguine are parent‟s 
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(father/mother/grand-parents) relation to child; relation between 

siblings (brothers and sisters), an individual‟s relation to his/her 

uncle, aunt, nice or nephew, etc. The second is through marriage, 

this is the principle of affinity. E.g. kinship ties between husband 

and wife; husband and his wife‟s group; wife and her husband‟s 

group, etc. the third is through adoption, fostering, god-

parenthood, etc. This is called the principle of fictitious kinship. It is 

a kind of relationship in which two individuals create a kind of 

parent-child relationship without blood or marriage ties (Zerihun, 

2005: 116, 117).       

The nuclear family is a kind of kin group in the society under 

study. The other kin groups include extended families and decent 

groups –lineages and clans. 

In Kusume, maintaining personal ties and joining social groups is 

based on culturally constructed genealogical kin. So all 
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genealogical relationships - father, mother, son, daughter, brother, 

sister, child (of either sex), husband, wife - have their own 

terminologies among the society. For example, the Kusume call a 

father and a father‟s brother by the same term appa .Wife that 

does not yet give birth is called hantoto and after she give birth 

she is known as ata. They use terms mamot and abuyat for aunts 

and uncle respectively. The cousins - the children of brothers and 

sisters (cross and parallel) are called ashimot and ashinta – for 

boys and girls respectively.                                                            

       5.2 Descent 

A descent group is a permanent social unit whose members say 

they have ancestors in common. Descent group members believe 

they share and descended from those common ancestors (Kottak, 

2002: 198). 
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As I understood from the discussion of my informants that the 

Kusume people have patrilineal descent rule (descent traced 

through male‟s line only); people automatically have lifetime 

membership in the father‟s group. The children of all group‟s men 

join the group, but the children of the female members of that 

group are excluded. 

Descent groups may be lineage or clans. Common to both is the 

belief that members descended from the same apical ancestor. 

The difference is a lineage uses demonstrated descent where 

members recite the names of their forbears in each generation 

from the apical ancestor through the present. Whereas clans use 

stipulated descent - clan members merely say they descended 

from the apical ancestor. They do not try to trace the actual 

genealogical links between themselves and that ancestor (Kottak, 

2002: 99,200).  
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Kottak (2002) wrote that many societies have both lineages and 

clans. However, the Kusume has only clans. People orally say that 

the Kusume is made up of nine kafa (clans) but when counted 

there are only eight kafa, according to one of my key informant. 

These are: Sawdata, Kertita, Eshaliata, Aelita, Togomale, Tigistait, 

Arkamayta, and Malita. There was a clan known as Basanta. But 

the society does not allowed it to stand alone as independent clan 

hence counted under Kertita. Therefore, there is no clan called 

Basnta today. The eight clans established alliances through 

frequent intermarriages. 

Associated with the early historical background of the Kusume 

kings and balabats the Sawdata is the most dominant kafa known 

as „afa kuta‟ among the community. This implies that the most 

popular balabats and kings in the history of the community were 
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from this clan. Moreover, the clan has large population size. 

Kertita is another kafa whose social status is next to Sawdata. 

All clans have their own chiefs with unique specialties. They call 

them „boliqish‟. Sama, Ageta, Pato, Alikala, Ayle, Kulana, Baytuka, 

and Okomo are the respective clan chiefs for the above listed 

clans of Kusume. Among these, Ageta has a power to protect 

crops from harmful insects like grasshopper, locust, etc whereas 

Pato has special power for cotton production. When people go for 

hunting they must come across Baytuka for their weapons to be 

blessed. Okomo is believed to be the father of big rain.      

                5.3 Hemita (marriage) 

No definition of marriage is broad enough to apply easily to all 

societies and situations. In 1951, the Royal Anthropological 

institute has defined marriage as a union between a man and a 
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woman such that the children born to the woman are recognized 

as legitimate offspring of both partners (Kottak, 2002: 214). 

This definition is not universally valued for several reasons. The 

idea of marriage has different meanings in diverse cultural 

societies. For example, some societies recognize same sex 

marriages. Also, in many societies, marriages unite more than two 

spouses (Ibid). 

In Kusume most people are expected to get married. Unmarried 

adults are usually pitied if they are women and distrusted if they 

are men. Marriage among the Kusume unites two spouses of 

opposite sexes. The age of marriage for male is 20 up to 24 years 

and 18 up to 22 years for female. But such age counting is not 

always possible and they have traditional knowledge of knowing 

maturity. When a girl shows a grown breast and interested in 

talking with boys, by their experience, she is considered mature. 
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And when boys start untangling or combing their hair, clean 

themselves and seen laughing with girls here and there, it 

indicates the maturity of boys, said one of my informants. The 

marriage is practiced by the rule of exogamy; one allowed to seek 

a husband or wife outside one‟s own group. So, in Kusume one 

can marry a boy or a girl among the remaining seven clans. As we 

know, such kind of marriage converts kin and a stranger into kin 

by creating and maintaining personal and political alliances 

through relationships of affinity. Though they make partner from 

the outside group, they still care and check the line of the mother 

deep down up to five generations. 

Because of such affiliations, people who are living in those sub 

villages - in mande, mukulo, achayto, chulise and lango have 

strong alliance, and hence support each other in time of need. 
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They say, friendship may decay and forgotten but marriage 

affiliation never taken for granted and pushed away. 

 Marriage or sexual relations among clan members or close 

relatives is by and large forbidden. The Kusume said when a 

sexual contact is made between relatives; it is magnera 

(unforgivable incestuous taboo). For example having sexual 

intercourse and/or marriage between brother and sister; between 

children of brother and sister (cross cousins); and between 

children of two brothers and two sisters (parallel cousins) is 

considered magnera. 

Those who committed „magnera‟ were not allowed living in the 

community. They rather forced to leave the community. The 

reason is that the „magneras‟ were not given any social 

membership. Moreover, anyone who meets them harasses them 

by insulting saying „magnera‟ many times. If the intercourse was 
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forced that means if it is rape case, only the rapist will leave the 

community but if they did it with agreement, the community 

persecutes the perpetuators. Therefore, some go together and 

others depart and move to different directions. Once they depart 

they will not come back to the community. They even do not allow 

„magnera‟ to come for mourning when their family members or 

close relatives die. But the community did not hide the fact that 

though people left the area due to being „magnera‟, they will 

probability come back again into the community after  decades. 

In fact, the society takes so much care for „magnera‟ not to 

happen. For example when elders requested to go and ask a 

bride‟s family for marriage, they must be sure first about the 

possibility of the marriage, said one of my senior age informants. 

They should check clan differences and marital affiliations several 

generations back.     
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The son of „polqa‟ (the clan chief) marries like any ordinary person 

in the community. The son before coming into power searches for 

a girl according to the norm of the society. However, the son of the 

„polqa‟ cannot marry from any clan. His marriage choice is limited 

to marry only from the said clan – from the clan of his grandmother 

who bear his father as his father did. Therefore, if his grandmother 

is Keritita, the son is supposed to marry from this clan. Of course 

he has to take care and count three and above generations of his 

mother‟s blood affiliation. 

If one decided to marry the daughter of „polqa‟, he has to 

accumulate considerable wealth to be equivalent in status and to 

afford the requirements. For instance the elders who go to ask the 

will of the bride‟s family have to take sheep with themselves. It is 

forbidden to go empty hand to ask the daughter of the „polqa‟. 

Thus, the boy has to buy sheep for the family. The bride‟s family 
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takes it only if they agreed to give their daughter. Otherwise, they 

send it back along the elders. 

               5.3.1 Types of marriage 

There are four types of marriage among the Kusume. These are 

kassata (arranged marriage), shiwita or degata (hidden marriage), 

tina (abduction), and dahala (marriage by inheritance). The most 

common type is arranged marriage. 

1) Kassata ( arranged marriage)  

 According to my key informants beauty is the best criterion to 

select a spouse. However, beauty as a criterion for mate selection 

is not sufficient. The girl should be hard working and her clan 

should also be among the preferably selected clans. She must be 

from the clan that is not poor and lazy but rich and hardworking.  

When a boy saw a girl and interested to marry her, first he sends 

his friend to ask her. When his friend observes a sign of 
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acceptance from the girl, then the boy himself will talk to her some 

another day. By their culture, it is not allowed for a boy to stand in 

front of a girl that he chosen to marry. So he needs the help of his 

key friend called „mota‟. „Mota‟ is a go between. He helps them to 

negotiate.  

Begidu Beyashe, who was the one among the junior age 

respondents, has said that the fertile environment for the youth to 

acquire a mate is the Monday market. The girls prepare local 

drinks and take it to sell at the market. Their male counterparts 

attend the market to drink the local beer and meet the girl they 

chosen to marry. The girl is free because her father and brother 

were not around for they are not expected to be aware of the 

relationship. Her father and brother were not most of the time 

supposed to appear at her place in market. Therefore, she may 

respond properly when requested. During mate selection both the 
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groom‟s and the bride‟s family do not supposed to hear. 

Therefore, the couple‟s play, discuss and made an agreement in 

secret places without the knowledge of their family. In the past, 

when they reach an agreement, the boy ties „damata‟ (necklace 

made of thread taken from the tail of giraffe) on her neck. 

However, the Christianity exerted pressure on this practice and yet 

Giraff‟s tail becomes inaccessible. Therefore, it is replaced by 

„merereqa‟ (chain). In addition to this the boy will give some 

amount of money to the girl per her request commonly more than 

one thousand. The Kusume people call it „kodaysuma‟. The 

Derashe call it as „rabota‟. The girl keeps the money untouched 

because according to the norm of the society, the couples only 

made-up to use it after marriage to buy utensils to strengthen their 

new household. Thus, in Kusume a girl who has „damata‟ or 

„merereqa‟ on her neck is easily understood that she is either 
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engaged or occupied (in the process). Therefore, she is respected 

and not touched.   

Indeed, only their intimate friends are informed about their 

relationship. The chance for their family to know will occur when 

the girl asks the boy to send elders to deal with her family. In their 

culture, not the boy but his friends would reveal the matter to the 

boy‟s family. Accordingly, the family of the boy will be informed 

that their son is agreed to marry somebody‟s daughter. The father 

asks his son whether it is true or not. Again, to be sure for the last 

time, he sends someone to check if it was really the girl who 

willingly requested his son to send elders. He then becomes 

confident to tell local elders ask the girl‟s family according to the 

culture. 

The elders will go to the bride‟s home and ask her family for the 

hand of their daughter. The elders ask by commonly saying that 
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the children were loved (challata) each other so what could they 

do? The elders do not expect response from the girl‟s family on 

the first day. They would rather inquire to be given an appointment 

for some other day so that the family ask their daughter, discuss 

and decide therefore. If her family accepted the request after 

dealing with their daughter, in the next meeting, they will respond 

for the elders saying: “If they loved each other there is nothing we 

do, so let God help them”. 

Once her family accept the request, the family‟s of the groom 

(ancha) call the bride and her friends (called „alleta‟) to their home 

to eat „changa‟. Change is an eating ritual held before a girl 

formally joins her husband. The ceremony is so splendid. 

Therefore, the relatives of the groom contribute wealth because 

there should be enough „data‟ (butter), „tahama‟ (honey) and 

animals to be slaughtered for the attendants. The ritual may stay 
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for a couple of days. Then the girl will be sent back to her family. 

Now–a–days, the people are giving up the ritual because of its 

extravagant nature. 

Through continuous communication to the bride‟s and the groom‟s 

family the elders shoulder the process until the marriage 

ceremony is held. Finally, the bride‟s family blesses their daughter 

before they give her to the boy. Accordingly, they heavily smeared 

her umbilical cord with butter.  Her aunts will attend the ceremony 

do so. The boy also smeared his arm by butter the same women. 

At last, her father will spat on her many times by which the 

blessing ceremony ends up. That is the right time for the groom to 

take his bride to his home.   

     2) Shewita or Degata (hidden marriage) 

Sometimes the couples who loved each other do not want to tell 

their family. They would rather simply go together and hide 
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themselves until their families heard. This type of marriage is 

named as „shewita‟ or „degata‟ among Kusume.  

According to my respondents, they are the couples who feel 

unhappy with the prolonged period of marriage arrangement. 

Moreover, this marriage type selected when the couples hear 

irrational and discouraging rumors about the relationship of their 

parents.  

The bride‟s families do not accept such type of marriage. When 

they heard the case, they will take the groom‟s family into court. 

However, the local elders interfere and settle the issue. The elders 

beg the bride‟s family to forgive for the mistake the children made. 

The groom‟s family will be punished by paying a bride wealth more 

than the amount fixed for arranged marriage. The Kusume people 

said, such type of marriage was popular in the past but it is almost 

declining. 
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         3) Tina (abduction) 

„Tina‟ is an equivalent local term for abduction. It is a kind of 

marriage by force. All of the time abduction is accompanied by 

rape called „nigota‟ among the community under study. Previously, 

when man forcefully took a woman, it was not considered as a 

problem since it was part of their culture. It was accepted as a 

means of forming a social unit family among the wider community. 

Through time, the society understood that „tina‟ is harmful, and it 

goes against the right of women. Hence, „tina‟ is now strictly 

forbidden and the community act seriously against it when 

committed. If such cases happen, the community do not give 

support rather they immediately take the man to court to punish 

him legally and no way that the community elders intervene. They 

would rather condemn the practice. 
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         4) Dahala (inheritance marriage)   

The Kusume practice sorrorate type of marriage. When one‟s wife 

dies, the husband will be entitled to get married with the sister of 

the deceased. So, it is clear about what to happen if Mr. X‟s wife 

dies young? In Kusume culture, his group will ask the late wife‟s 

group for substitution. Because they believe that if he gets married 

from a new group, the women will not give warm emotional 

support for the children of the deceased women to which she is 

unfamiliar. However, if she is her sister, she will not be new for the 

children; she will take care of them properly and even consider 

them as her own children because of blood relationship through 

her sister. 

             5.3.2 Polygamy 

Polygamy is the marriage of more than one spouse at a time, has 

been popular in all continents except Europe. Surprisingly, it is 
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popular among women in some societies. There are two forms of 

polygamy: polygyny and polyandry. Polygyny is a pattern in which 

a number of women share the same husband. This is relatively 

common form of polygamy. However, a rare form known as 

polyandry occurs when several husbands share the same wife. 

Polygyny is the most common form of polygamy among the 

Kusume society. According to one of my informants, the reason 

for a man to have more than one wife is to have more children, 

more sexual partners, and above all to increase social prestige. 

Some reveled that polygyny is nothing more than the exploitation 

of women and that wives in such households are weak. When 

requested, the polygynous household heads responded that 

having more wives has an economic advantage for the family 

since the women help each other in doing domestic chores and in 
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farm activities. It is such families that contribute to the occurrence 

of rare extended families. 

Figure 27: wealthiest household and his parents, his chief wife standing 

next to him, his    children and his cousins and other wives     

 

Source: Field photo, November 2013, Kusume 

They said that with polygyny, jealousy between co-wives over 

perceived unequal attention from their shared husband is 

common. However, this is often avoided or at least reduced by 

giving each wife a separate house and ranked status. The first 
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wife is always in commanding position. The most disruptive rivalry 

in such family is said to be between the children, especially if there 

is something important to inherit, such as a royal title or wealth. 

This also results in rivalry between mothers. Almost all of my 

informants said that the typical way of avoiding this situation is by 

formally defining the eldest son and daughter of the senior wife as 

the heir apparent.    

             5.3.3 Daat (bride wealth)   

Daat means a bride wealth paid for bride‟s family among Kusume. 

It is paid in cash. In the past it was 50 birr. But the amount is 

increased over time. Currently, the rate is in thousands. The 

community does not feel good about the payment and assume it 

as selling one‟s own daughter as commodity. Hence they agreed 

to reduce the amount into one thousand and six hundred birr 

particularly for arranged marriage. The amount may vary for other 
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types of marriages. Moreover those who marry from the 

neighboring communities must pass through the norm of the 

respective cultures. For instance it is must to pay the requested 

amount of shugeta (Derashe term for pride wealth) for the one 

who marry from Derashe as the same is true for the Derashe who 

marry from Kusume.    

           5.4 Death and Cemetery 

The Kusume convey their mourning when they loss their 

community member. Those who have religion carry out the 

mourning according to the doctrine of their religion whereas the 

irreligious do according to their culture. In the past, when one dies, 

men express their deep sorrow by cutting part of their body 

particularly their forehead with sharpen objects whereas women 

hurl themselves on ground repeatedly. As time went on this 

practice was given up and today the mourning is accompanied by 
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cultural songs and shows that typically performed during death. 

Among the cultural mourning songs the most popular one is 

„shilota‟. They perform „shilota‟ for adult and elders passing away. 

The loss of youth and children is accompanied by strong and deep 

mourning among the society. This is because the Kusume 

consider this category of people as those who do not survive long, 

give birth and see all the good aspects of life. 

Still expression of mourning varies for adults‟, youth and children. 

For adults and youth the mourning is very bitter, deep and long. 

When a young child particularly of minor age deceases, it does not 

matter that much among Kusume. They just go and visit the 

parents and tell them not to mourn much and break their heart by 

sad. They also advise them to beg Waka (the supernatural being) 

for health and compensation.  
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When „polqa‟ (clan leader) is passed, the mourning is not strong. 

The Kusume said, his death is accompanied by songs and 

dances. The common song and dance of mourning for „polqa‟ is 

called as „oibalait‟. It is performed by women only. 

If one dies the puka (corpse) will stay one day. When he dies early 

in the morning (before people weak up), they spread the news for 

the people via kanta (a type of local organization), an organization 

that takes care of such issues. So, the members of the kanta and 

other community members stay at the mourning and burial 

ceremony.  

However, the corpse of „polqa‟ stay one year unburied. Once he 

died, his corpse was not burry fast but they take the chiefs dead 

body to a place where his grave is prepared. They construct a 

temporary house for the body and „Hawda‟ (lower class 

community members) that given food to keep and clean the 
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corpse. Each clan has its own „Hawda‟. All the „Hawda‟ of a given 

clan are expected to keep the dead body. They take out the 

internal body and make the corpse dry. Until it gets dry this people 

do not go anywhere. The parents of the deceased provide food 

and drink for the keepers. Their relatives contribute goats, sheep 

and other necessities that given for the keepers. Until the day of 

the burial, the „hawda‟ may consume over 20 goats or sheep. 

Finally, they body is buried in personal grave after one solid year. 

For instance, if he died on September 30/2003, he will be buried in 

September 30/2004. Hence, the hawda that stayed with the 

corpse for a year. When they take out the dead body, they put it 

on their shoulder in a normal sitting position like person alive does. 

Whereas that of an ordinary person kept in a flat position on the 

arranged sticks prepared to carry it. They tie the dead body 

together with skin leaving the eyes open and put it on the shoulder 

but the dead body of an ordinary person is covered by blanket.  
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In the past the dead body of „polqa‟ was made buried in a sitting 

position. His hands were made bend and rose up to his neck 

alongside his legs and twisted together as a normally sitting one. 

However, through time the people gave up this practice and now it 

is buried in a flat position like that of an ordinary person. They put 

„silata‟ (ostrich feather) on its forehead and buried by „takana‟ 

(during night). When they put the corpse in a sitting position, they 

care for the feather not touches soil simply to show respect for the 

body. They did not add soil over the body. It was made to sit aside 

on a space deliberately prepared for. So, they turn the soil into the 

hole at the side of the body.     

When a man is dead, „kutumata‟ (local food) is cooked without 

cabbage and salt. The sister of the deceased prepares the food 

and brings to the elders. The elders cut a new gourd into two 

equal parts. The parts are known as „hala‟, an object that serves to 
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eat or drink with. Finally, they put the food on both hala‟s whereby 

one is buried with the body and the other is eaten by the 

mourners.   

Not all clans have their own graves. Rather the graves are set 

based on social groups. Such social grouping is based on kin. So 

a person‟s body will go to the grave of the kin group to which he 

belongs. 

In Kusume, when a married woman dies, she will be buried in the 

grave of her husband‟s group whereas the body of unmarried 

woman, in all groups, does not go to any grave but it is buried at 

the boundary of the grave of her father‟s group.    

To identify ones kin grave from the others grave, each group put 

its own symbols. The well known monument the Kusume built over 

the place where the dead person is buried is named „hawlala‟. The 

Konso call it „waka‟. The Kusume acknowledge the Konso people 
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for teaching them making hawlala. The Kusume also thank the 

Konso people for providing vocational support to design and 

construct the monuments. 

  Figure 23: demonstrates a grave of husband and wife identified by hawlala of the 

respective sex 

 

   Source: field photos, May 2011, Kusume 

They try to design the monument similar to the physical 

appearance of the late person and plant it on his grave. By looking 

at „hawlala‟ one can easily know the sex of the deceased person 
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and to which generation he/she belongs. The other purpose of 

building „hawlala‟ is to demarcate boundary between graves of 

different kin groups. 

According to my key informants, times back, the „hawlala‟ were 

made of tree locally named as „biribirita‟. But recently following the 

shortage of „biribirita‟ the makers turn their face to „dudasha‟. 

These trees are included in coniferous trees category that are very 

hard therefore not easily damaged by insects. 

According to my informants, illicit trafficking of these monuments 

was a serious issue ten years back. They said such event was 

began in Konso and spread to Kusume later. The thefts used to 

come by night and steal the monuments and sell it for tourists. 

Because of this, majority of the graves left empty. 

Following such illegal act, the Kusume decided to make the 

„hawlala‟ unattractive and valueless by spoiling the attractive 
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designs on it either by fire or sharp materials. Some cut down the 

monuments body and left it shapeless. So, today one can see 

simple woods standing on graves except few hidden hawlala. The 

following pictures are taken from the graves during fieldwork. 

Figure 28: Hawlala that lost their artistic values, of course the people did it 

so deliberately for it not to be attractive for thieves and their receivers 

 

Source: Field photo, May 2011, Kusume 
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   5.5 Social Practices, Rituals and Festive Events 

          5.5.1 ‘Kurayla’ 

It is a game played in a group. It is a seasonal game played from 

between the end of June to the end of August every year. In 

Kusume, this time is a time when children become busy protecting 

crops against birds. Young people play this game when birds are 

gone for night. Two teams of 15 - 20 people compete in this game. 

The competition is most of the time between groups of junior and 

senior brothers- kusita group (kusia) vs karita group (qarrima). The 

competition is to juggle a ball-like small wooden object espcially 

made for this purpose. The object is thrown into air. Then they 

compete to catch hence push each other while jumping. The 

group who win will be valued socially. It is for showing muscularity 

to each other as to jump up to catch the object between the 

agglomerations of muscular is very challenging. Victory is the 
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ultimate goal of this game. The game is held during „torba‟ 

(nightfall). But if the losers do not give up competing, the game will 

continue until early in the morning. The winners must at least 

exceed by five catches. Women and elders attend the game. The 

women support the players in groups where as elders present to 

be eyewitnesses that distinguish the winner and the looser group. 

Elders also act as referee who led the game. 

When the seniors group wins the group of senior sisters called 

„karitate‟ jump, sing, dance and express the happiness by „elilita‟ 

(their common local vocal sound). By doing so, they support their 

brothers since their social status is corresponding in the 

community. Both are known as seniors among the society. When 

the junior group, kusita wins, junior sisters named „kusitate‟ group 

express their happiness in a similar way to „karitate‟ for their 

corresponding brothers. 
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After the game, the winners carry the star catchers and players on 

their shoulder and celebrate their victory. They sing and dance 

while moving through villages. 

According to my informants, the game has its own limitations. 

There are no rules to protect fouls committed during the game. 

Consequently, it is common to see people losing their eyes, teeth, 

arm and leg. Sometimes, loss of life also occur if incase one fell 

down being pushed during the jump and over whom they walk as 

no one care for the below one. No one is accountable for the 

death. Thus, there is no guarantee for the players. 

It is by the question of the group defeated that the game is going 

to be held again some other day in case they want to revenge for 

the game they lost last time. 
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                 5.5.2 Naming 

There is a different naming tradition in each community. In 

Kusume, a name may be given either by a traditional birth 

attendant or by family members. The child may be named after 

periodical events or after the day he/she was born. For instance, a 

child who was born on Thursday will be named as „Hamussa‟, a 

child who was born during the dry season will be named „Bonna‟. 

If the mother gives birth on agricultural filed, her baby may be 

called „Capino‟ (for a boy) or „Capina‟ (for a girl). A girl that was 

born during famine would be named, „Laoya‟, or if a boy, „Lehole‟. 

So, generally the names that are given by Kusume people indicate 

important events in community life. Names are an important 

source of public record. 
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        5.5.3 Ceremony after Child Delivery 

After delivering a child, the Kusume mother stays in bed for 2 -3 

months. A feast is prepared for guests. In the ceremony, a woman 

ties a rope made of banana bark on the child‟s waist and paints 

the symbol of a cross on the mother‟s forehead. The guests are all 

neighbors and the purpose is to celebrate the end of the period. 

Especially prepared traditional beer (laqa) and bread are served to 

neighboring women who are in the ceremony. Blessing the mother 

and newborn would conclude the ceremony.   

The ceremony marks the point when a woman who was excluded 

for childbirth officially re-joins the community. 
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   5.5.4 Performing Arts 

           1) Kaliyota: game hunting 

„Kaliyota‟ is a cultural dancing feast held when people return from 

hunting. „ditta‟ and „lalet‟ are an equivalent local terms for dancing 

and music respectively. Those who come out to welcome the 

hunters and the hunters together sing a cultural song and dance in 

public arena. This is only performed when the hunters succeeded 

in killing wild animals. They kill wild animals for two reasons: for 

feeding their families or for protecting their animals and crops from 

their reach. The following is the common lyrics of kaliyota: 

                       Oh oh oh aha   

                       Oye oya aha 

                      Kaliyota mala dulopa alikalite 

                      Aye aye hea… 
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The lyrics have the following interpretation: you left crops at farm 

free for birds by the profound sympathy to play (heriba) kaliyota. 

This indicates how „kaliyota‟ has a deep place in the heart of the 

community members. It is among the most much loved feast and it 

is just more than a game for Kusume community as stated by the 

participants of the research during the fieldwork. 

       2) Heleka: communal labor song 

As mentioned earlier, the Kusume carry out agricultural work 

through communal labor. A single group consists of 15 or more 

individual members. They called this communal labor „parka‟. The 

members save the wage they gain by serving the community 

members who call them for work. Moreover, the member of a 

communal labor group contributes some money for a given period 

of time may be for a year or above. At the end of harvest period 

that means when agricultural work is completed, the group buys 
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and slaughters animals for a feast. They come in to a public place 

to eat, drink and then dance „heleka‟ together. Finally, they 

discuss and evaluate the previous period performance and plans 

for a better future. They give promise each other for ongoing 

support. 

As illustrated above, the entertainment after communal labor 

strengthens bonds among individuals and families. Group 

members are able to evaluate their accomplishment in a relaxed 

atmosphere.           

       3) Lalet hemmeta: wedding songs 

Generally wedding songs are called „hemmeta‟. Wedding songs 

are composed and sung in praise of newlyweds and their families. 

Usually, „hemmeta‟ songs focus on love and the significance of 

family life. A group of men and women perform the songs 

accompanied by traditional musical instruments like drum, a horn 
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bugle and a „kirar‟. Although there are signs of pressure from the 

followers of the Protestant faith, wedding songs are still popular. 

The occasion enhances social relationships and affirms social 

values. Often weddings provide an opportunity for youth to 

express their love for their chosen one. Besides the musical 

performance, most guests appear in Kusume attire for the 

wedding.    

         4) Ayabalayta: funeral songs 

In general, funeral songs of Kusume are named „ayabalyta‟. At 

funerals, mourners express feelings of deep sorrow through 

singing „ayabalayta‟ songs. It is a traditional way of expressing 

deep sorrow for the deceased. Although not as earlier times, there 

are still occasions for „ayabalayta‟ to be performed. 
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        5.6 ‘Mora’ Institution 

In the modern world, people construct halls where conferences, 

meetings etc on issues concerning their life aspect are held. 

However, in rural setting, the case seems different. The 

communities have their own public arena where they meet and 

decide about big communal issues like poverty, crime, epidemics 

and war. 

In Kusume people have a place where they undertake such 

duties. It is called „mora‟. „Mora‟ is a special cultural site where 

community members come together to discuss freely and pass 

decisions according to the norm of the society. When one has 

violated the norms of the community, the case was brought to 

„mora‟ for the public to argue on it. Finally, they pass judgment 

through their assigned local chiefs. Accordingly, the community 

either forgives or punishes the deviant person. By doing so, the 
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community maintained peace and order among its members right 

from the past up to present modern time. 

   Figure 29: the mora and the trees with evergreen leaves on it that serve 

as shadow 

 

Source: Field photo, November 2013, Kusume 

The purpose of mora is too much significant for Kusume people. 

„Mora‟ is a place where one (be it a community member or 

stranger) take rest at any time. They sleep on it as there is always 

a tree with ever green leaves found at the center or at any corner 
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of the mora that was first qualify the place to be a public setting 

since the shadow of the tree protect people from sun. Moreover, it 

is a place where the locals enjoy funny talks and folktales. Still 

others play the cultural game known as „tapata‟ (exclusively game 

of men). It is performed only at „mora‟. 

  Figure 30: the bowel of tapata and how the taggega is arranged 

 

Source: Field photo, November 2013, Kusume 

  Figure 31: indicating people playing tapata at mora 
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Source: Field photo, November 2013, Kusume 

There are three kinds of „tapata‟ game. The most common and 

interesting type of game is called by the same name tapata. They 

were predominantly elders who play such game since it is 

somewhat complicated and mathematical. Therefore, it needs 

maturity, cool and relaxed personality to fit the calculative nature 

of the game. Few adults and youth who frequently sit beside 

elders and carefully watch the way the elders play show interest in 

playing the first type. „Hugata‟ and „lameta‟ are said to be the other 
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kinds of „tapata‟ game that highly occupied by adults and youth 

age categories. 

The wooden bowel is considered as the mother of „tapata‟ and 

named with the same term for a bowel they used for eating food, 

the „toma‟. „Toma‟ has twelve holes in one side and twelve in the 

other side: 24 holes in aggregate. The holes are called „quawi 

tapata‟. The ingredients are called „tagega‟. For the first game type 

to begin each hole has to hold two „tagega‟s‟. 

The adults and youth do not sit equal with elders rather they sit at 

a given corner of mora. They even play tapata when the elders 

leave the area. In the past youth were not supposed to sit at mora 

because the community believed that the youth have fresh energy 

and power therefore they must run here and there to work for the 

better future of their community.  
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Women were not let alone to sit on but not allowed passing over 

mora according to the culture. If a woman gets up into „mora‟, the 

Kusume believe that the mora will become „chera‟ (unclean) and 

they consider it as she undermined the „helita‟ (youth). So, if 

women have cases that must be seen at mora or if women were 

invited to listen and give suggestions on public issues, there was 

special seat for them, which is out of the circumference of the 

mora. One can understand from the above discussion that mora is 

a typical place for the manifestation of patriarchy. By this social 

system women and children are dominated by men and given 

secondary status. It is due to this strict social system that in 

Kusume: 

 The head of the household is the father 

 Children are called by the name of their father  

 The wealth and property is owned by the father 
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 Inheritance of property goes in the line of father   

The Kusume villages were divided into small sub – division known 

as „qatita‟ (smaller village unit). A given „qatita‟ hold several 

hundreds of households. Each „qatita‟ has its own mora 

constructed by the united labor of the members. The labors bring 

the stone plates from distant area to construct the „mora‟. Women 

and children also lend – a - hand for the labor. 
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Chapter Six 

                             6. Political System 

Power, influence and decision making are the three central 

elements of politics. So if politics is broadly defined as competition 

for power over people and things, then it is clear that all societies 

have some sort of political system. However, there can be a vast 

difference in what political organizations look like and how they 

function in different kinds of societies.  

Political anthropologists recognized that not all societies have law, 

in the sense of a formal legal code; judiciary and enforcement but 

all societies do have some means of social control. Their 

members do not live in total anarchy. Surveying many societies, 

we see a range of political systems. Some have informal or 

temporary leaders with limited authority, exercised only at the local 

level. Others have permanent political institutions that prevail over 
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entire regions (Kottak, 2002: 242).The Kusume people have their 

own still faintly functioning traditional political system. 

          6.1 Traditional Administration of the Kusume  

Traditionally, the Kusume had been ruled by monarchism. It is not 

clear that when they began to be ruled by this system. However, it 

is believed that the Kusume people began to be ruled by a king 

probably during the early ages of its settlement, in 1660s 

(estimate). The local elders have confirmed this reality. They said, 

the Kusume had been ruled under the system for long period 

starting from the first generation.  

The traditional leadership among the Kusume was more of a 

religious action and the leaders were named as Ruma. Ruma is 

an equivalent term to king. The Derashe (close neighbors‟ of 

Kusume) called the king by the name „Damma‟. The Kusume 

people did not ever appoint king from among their community. 
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However, they share the Derashe‟s Damma. According to this the 

first Ruma of Kusume was Titiba as mentioned in chapter two. 

Titiba was the Damma of Derashe and the Ruma of Kusume at 

the same time. 

In Derashe the Damma did not monopolize the authority rather he 

shared power to sub district rulers. These rulers were known as 

shella. The shella have both political and religious power. It was 

believed that they were known by their extraordinary religious 

power among the people. Most of the time, these rulers were 

leaders of large clans. The large clans of the community were 

Kolaita( the clan of the Damma), Kalaita, Alaita and Argamaita. 

The leader of Kalaita is Kosha and he was given to lead the 

western part.  Among the aboriginal Alaita clan the Kanida family 

were assigned as shella to take over the southern side and Kita, 

the leader of Argamaita clan hold the shella power and made to 
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lead the Derashe in the eastern direction (see Hansamo, 1993; 

52,53). The Kusume also share these shella’s. It seems that the 

Kusume want these leaders more for their religious power than 

political administration because the Kusume clans have their own 

leaders called poliqisha. Most of them do not have a theocratic 

power – not any longer serve as religious leader. Only Kulana, the 

polqa of Tigistita clan has religious power.  He was known by his 

unique ability to curse toraite (locust). He is responsible defend 

when locust come to ravage the crops. When „toraite‟ come into 

view, the people catch one and take it to Kulana. Then he paints 

its mouth with tamata (wild honey). Hence whatever the strength 

of the swarm is, it cannot destroy the crops since it become 

inactive. By doing so Kulan has helped the people for a long 

period of time. Thus, he is seen as superior and respected polqa 

than other Kusume polqisha.  Moreover, he is the top leader of the 
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society. Due to this, the Kusume people are commonly called by 

his name as Kusume Kulana. 

Other polqisha were only serving as simple leaders of people. 

Their main duty is maintaining peace and order among the 

members of their clan. They, for instance, resolve conflicts that 

arise among the members of their clan and other corresponding 

clan members. 

 The polqisha were given nomination like any ordinary persons but 

it is nominal because they are known by the name of the apical 

ancestor that serves as the common royal name of the poqola 

family starting from the ancient times. For example, Kulana is the 

name of the apical leader of the clan. Though the leader is given 

an ordinary name like others, he is known among the community 

by the title Kulana and his families are called as Kulana family. 
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What the community did for the polqisha? According to the 

response of community elders, in old times the poliqisha were not 

expected to go to farm because they were the people who give 

unpaid labor service for them. The people cultivate, harvest and 

transport the production to polqisha home and polla. When their 

houses need restoration, the community renews it or if necessary 

builds a new house. 

Starting from recent past, the people recognized such system as 

exploitation and refused to serve their polqisha. The two strong 

factors that enhanced people to disobey the labor sacrifice for the 

clan leaders were the advent of Christianity and the strong and 

continuous intervention of the government. So, today, no one is 

serving them and the polqisha were living just like ordinary people. 

Therefore, are not ruling people like the previous times anymore. 
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Despite the refusal to serve the polqisha the traditional 

administrative system is not yet collapsed as the polqisha still 

exercise the power of conflict resolution. The people go to them if 

disagreements arise in the community. Thus, the polka interferes 

and calms the problem. The community members revealed that 

the people still respect their cultural virtues of the past and even 

live these days according to them.   

            6.2 Succession of Power 

Succession is the process by which an individual legitimately 

acquires a political office or authority position occurs in several 

different ways around the world. In some societies (Derashe, 

Konso, Mosie, Burji, Alle, and etc) succession is the result of 

inheritance through kinship-based ties. This usually means it is 

inherited from a deceased relative. This is common among elite 
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families in large scale agriculture-based societies. A king‟s son 

becomes the next king.  

The same is true for the community under study. In Kusume 

succession is by inheritance. This means the right to polqa power 

is hereditary. The eldest son among the legitimate children of the 

polqa inherits the position as the polqa of a given clan. If the polqa 

has no son according to the informants at field, the successor will 

be the eldest son of his next brother. 

As mentioned above, when the polqa is dead, his eldest son is the 

one who is entitled to inherit the spirit of his father. During the 

transfer of the sprit the aunt of the new poqola took off the kimota 

(bracelet) that symbolizes the existence of the spirit from the 

hands of the late polqa and then ties on the hands of the 

successor. Due to this transfer, the Kusume believe that the spirit 

is passed from the father to son. The successor is not allowed to 
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see the dead body of the late polqa because there is a superstition 

that says if the son (the expected successor) sees the body of his 

father, he will no longer survive. He will rather die soon, which will 

be a great loss for the community. When the body of the deceased 

polqa is going to the special place it rests, the son wears a lion‟s 

skin on his back, halasha (an object made of cupper) on his 

forehead, kimota on his hand and hold orshayta (a big horn), that 

symbolize the polqa. The people pick up and carry him over the 

door of the house covering a blanket. They let him eip (blame or 

insult) the body of his father. The practice of insulting the dead 

body is called eipina or eipissa among the community. During 

eipina, the son says that his father deserves to die. He says hey 

hey ahota heketo when the dead body is leaving the house to be 

taken to the place where it stays long until buried. The phrase is 

locally mean „let evil take him‟. When the son „eips‟ the dead body 

of his late father, his sisters and other women who attend the 
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mourning say elilili…, local sound of women for expressing 

support and happiness. It is believed that by doing so, the son 

acquire the power that make him fit to be the successor. From this 

one understand that the son does not weep until the body gets out 

of the compound and given to hawda. Once he is hired, he is not 

allowed to eat egg, chicken and kidney because of the superstition 

that says he will lose his teeth.  

Regardless of his age and marital status, he can take the power of 

his father if he passed the above vital social process. If he is 

matured enough and yet not married, they soon arrange him to 

engage. He is not allowed to marry by abduction and inheritance 

but through arrangement according to the norm of the community. 

When the polqitate (the pride of the polqa) is coming to his home 

during marriage, she does not come on her foot like other ordinary 

prides but she was made to sit on mule because she is seen as 
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first women of the society for that reason, she is given respect 

since she is first lady among the community. 

              6.3 Conflict Resolution  

 It is very impossible to see conflict free society over the globe. 

Because of the scarcity of resources, there happen overlapping of 

interests among people that lead them into conflict. Scholars 

argued that conflicts are very crucial means of change. So if the 

society was changed, he believed there would have been no 

conflict. However, his idea about changed society seems 

illusionary in view of the fact that such societies never appear in 

human history. The wonderful thing is that almost all societies 

have their own conflict resolution methods that help to maintain 

peace and security among their members. People set rules and 

regulations to sustain order among their communities. Even before 

the emergence of modern legal frameworks, people had their own 
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traditional norms that emanated from their cultural values. These 

norms serve as reference to solve conflicts among people.   

Like other communities, the Kusume have traditional conflict 

resolution methods. When people get into conflict, the local elders 

intervene. Accordingly, the guilty party is made to send elders to 

the victim. Then through prolonged discussions the elders 

convince the victim and the family to calm down and not to 

revenge. Revenge is locally known as homata. During the 

discussion, the assigned elders negotiate with both parties to 

reconcile. If the case is not serious, the elders will make the victim 

party to give excuse to the guilty; but if it is serious, the elders do 

not let the guilty party free. They would rather punish. The 

punishment is compensating their wrong doing in cash or kind and 

it is called horata.  The cash is given for the victim and the elders. 
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The elders are given money for their negation service according to 

the norm of the community.  

Taking horata is not as simple as such because it needs serious 

care among the members of a given clan. So if the victim decided 

to take horata he/she has to discuss with his/her own clan chief for 

he is the one who decides whether the victim take such 

compensation or not. In case one member among the victims clan 

had already harmed someone among the clan of the currently 

found guilt and passed over without punishment only by excuse, 

according to the norm of the community, there will be no way for 

the victim to take horata as the clan of the former victim is going to 

ask for the unpaid compensation. However, if there was no slept 

over compensation between the parties, there would be no 

problem to take the payment as it only asks the will of the clan 

leaders. 
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As it is clearly stated above the clan leaders have the power to 

say no and can pass decisions that do not even allow the victims 

to be compensated for their loss. If a person is going only 

following his feeling while rejecting the clan leader‟s authority, it 

will be serious for him/her as his/her clan membership fall in 

danger. When he/she does not respect the word of the clan chief, 

according to the culture, the chief will throw his/her stone from his 

house. The presence of stone at the house of the chief assures 

the membership right for the members of a given clan. Therefore, 

clan members most of the time did not go against the decision of 

the chief for they feel unsecured. My discussants said that there is 

no doubt that those who disagree with their clan leader lose the 

right of membership. 

 Some cases are directly taken to the polqa and others were 

managed by well to do local elders. In ancient Kusume, when one 
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commits murder, the family of the victim and the murderer would 

not sit and eat together unless purified. Because the Kusume 

believed that it was not good to sit or eat together since there is 

unclean blood between them. So for purification, the parties have 

to forgive each other first. Of course purification was made a long 

ago after the death. It might be performed after a number of years. 

The clan chiefs and community elders will negotiate the two 

parties. Then, they buy old helemate (female sheep) that has 

stopped giving birth usually from the neighboring Alle community. 

They also bring water and mud from Segen River. They slaughter 

the sheep, take its blood and dung and mix with the water and 

mud. Then the chiefs and the elders paint the two parties by the 

mixture. By this the purification ceremony ends. Most of the time, it 

is held when a new moon began to appear. The period is locally 

known as bartuta. 
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                                Chapter Seven 

7. Religiosity among Kusume  

 

 Religion is a system of beliefs usually involving the worship of 

supernatural forces or beings. Religious beliefs provide shape and 

meaning to one‟s perception of the universe. In other words, they 

provide a sense of order in what might otherwise be seen as a 

chaotic existence. Religions also provide understanding and 

meaning for inexplicable events such as a loved one being killed 

in an earthquake or some other unpredictable force of nature. For 

most religious people, their beliefs about the supernatural are at 

the very core of their world views.    

 In 1966 the anthropologist Anthony F.C Wallace has defined 

religion as a “belief and ritual concerned with supernatural beings, 

power and forces”. Religious beliefs both unite and divide people. 

Participation in common rites may affirm and thus maintain the 
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social solidarity of religious adherents. On the other hand, 

religious differences may be estimated with bitter enmity (Kottak, 

2002: 304).   

The supreme deity of Kusume is called Waqa. The „Ruma‟ and the 

„polqa‟ said to be possessed the spirit and serve as agents that 

link the people to the supreme deity. The people worship these 

agents. They baptize the people with milk, blood and honey. It is 

believed that there is Waqa in the house of these agents. Thus, if 

these agents see someone with bad eyes, the Kusume believe 

that the person will die. 

Members of a given clan sacrifice for their polqa every year. They 

slaughter goat or ox. All clan members‟ per household must 

contribute for the sacrifice. Such sacrifice is called kilota by which 

the polqa bless the clan members against disease, war and any 

loss. The polqa bless for the clan to be prosperous. He blesses 
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them by spraying blood saying “blessed are your wives to be 

fertile and give more children” and “blessed are the animals to 

reproduce and multiply”. 

In the past, when there is a shortage of rain, people visit Titiba. 

The people did not go empty hands rather hold animals, grains, 

honey and money to scarify. Thus, he blessed their land to get 

rainfall.  

According to Kusume‟s belief, if devil gets into the community and 

make people sick, elders are assigned and sent to Kosha with 

sacrifice. Then the Kosha come to the community to equip them 

with a sprit against evil spirit of the devil. He curses the devil by 

walking all around the whole village holding „shokana‟ (pieces of 

steams and leaves painted by certain chemical substance that 

serve for this purpose). He then put the „shokana‟ at four sides of 

the outskirts of the village and ends the process. 
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The Kusume cultivate grain crops that attract birds. So when 

flocks of birds, „binana‟ come to harm the grains, the Kusume still 

have a solution. For this they visit the Kite for his extraordinary 

power to stop the birds. The Kusume catch one bird among the 

many and take it to him. Then he put a drop of „argaya‟ (a local 

plant with strong bitter test) into its mouth. After this they believe 

the grains will become bitter when the birds try to eat it. So, people 

do not worry even though the birds land on their crops. 

As mentioned so far, Titiba, Kosha and Kite are district religious 

and political leaders of Derashe community to which the Kusume 

also subordinated. However, there are two important figures from 

the Kusume side that the Kusume people rely up on during times 

of problem. They are named as Kulana and Ekita. The Kulana is 

known among other corresponding clan leaders by his ability to 

stop „torraita‟ (locust). The elders come to him holding a locust, 
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and then he drops a bitter substance on its mouth. The elders 

revealed that once he did this, the mouth of the locust will be 

closed and this was what they really witnessed in their age. 

„Teff‟ is one of the typical cash crops the Kusume produce mainly 

for market. This crop is so sensitive to harmful pests 

predominantly to what Kusume call „kuyrata‟. Ekita is the one that 

the community trusts for this problem. He puts the „kuyrata‟ under 

black hide and sits on his knee on it and then curses it not to eat 

the crop anymore. Now the Ekita families are living in Turro 

(Konso community). 

Among Kusume if norms are violated they brought the wrong 

doers to a local court. Some cases can be solved in such a way 

but some others become difficult to be judged particularly when 

there are no eye witnesses during violation and when the people 

who commit the crime deny. At this time, the Kusume people refer 
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to „sohayta‟ (people who have ability to distinguish things hidden). 

Some among these people have „tota‟ (ancestral spirits) that make 

the person speak various languages that he/she could not speak 

when the spirit leaves. The Kusume said, they do not have such 

people but the Kusume go to Mashole where they meet t spirit 

owners. So, when the Kusume are unable to identify the guilty 

party, they take the suspected person to „sohayta‟ to make „kaka‟ 

(oath) in front of the „tota‟. If one was innocent, nothing touches 

him but if one made a false oath, something will accompany him. 

My key informant said, a person who did false oath will face a bad 

omen on his/her way back home.  Moreover he/ she may become 

mad or may die soon.   
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                           Chapter Eight 

                 8. Knowledge Concerning Nature and Universe 

             8.1 Hut Making 

Among the Kusume hut is known as „mana‟. Building it is time 

consuming and tiresome. For this reason, the Kusume rely on 

communal labor to build it. The hut is constructed on many 

(commonly 5 up to 7) pillars of the acacia wood. The roof of the 

hut is partly made on earth and then uplifted by the pillars. Then 

the construction of the roof continues. The ceiling is made of thin 

woods locally known as „kada‟. „Kada‟ is used both as descending 

and horizontal wood and tied by a rope from the outer covering of 

false banana locally referred to as „qana‟. 

      Figure 32 and 33: indicates the traditional house style of Kusume 
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 Source: Field photos, November 2013, Kusume 

The roof is designed in curve until the desired stage and the 

wooden wall stand connected to the hole dug for it through the 

circumference of the hut. Finally, the part of the house above the 

wall is covered by ayta (grass). The base of the home stead‟s that 

were lay down around the hill sides were strengthen by tracing not 

to be easily harmed by runoff water as one can see in the 

following picture. 
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       Figure 34: a Kusume home stead circled by tracing  

 

    Source: field photo, May 2011, Kusume     

                  8.2 Folk Medicine 

In the Western World, people usually do not make a distinction 

between illness and disease. These two terms seem to mean 

essentially the same thing and are often used interchangeably. 

However, it is important to define illness and disease differently 
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when considering some non-western cultural traditions. Disease is 

an objectively measurable pathological condition of the body. 

Tooth decay, measles, or broken bones are examples. An illness 

may, in fact, be due to disease. However, it may also be due to a 

feeling of psychological or spiritual imbalance. By definition, 

perceptions of illness are highly culture related while disease 

usually is not. It is important for health professionals who treat 

people from other cultures to understand what their patients 

believe can cause them to be ill and what kind of curing methods 

they consider effective as well as acceptable. Understanding a 

culture‟s perception of illness is also useful in discovering major 

aspects of their world view. 
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                  8.2.1 What Causes Illness? 

How illness is explained varies from culture to culture. Likewise, 

the methods considered accepted for curing illness in one culture 

may be rejected by another. These differences can be broadly 

generalized in terms of two explanatory traditions –naturalistic and 

personalistic.  

Naturalistic explanation assumes that illness is only due to 

impersonal, mechanistic causes in nature that can be potentially 

understood and cured by the application of the scientific method of 

discovery. The western world now mostly relies on a naturalistic 

explanation of illness. 

Much of the non- western world traditionally accepted a 

personalistic explanation for illness. Today, it is mostly found 

among people in small-scale societies and some subcultures of 
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larger nations. For them, illness is seen as being due to acts or 

wishes of other people or supernatural beings and forces.  

It is common for people around the world to assume that their 

medical system can actually cure people while other systems 

cannot. This universal ethnocentric view leads some doctors and 

nurses trained in modern scientific medical practices to reject off-

hand the knowledge and methodology of folk curers, especially if 

they involve a personalistic explanation for illness. However, all 

medical systems have both successes and in curing sick people. 

In the past, folk medicines and curing practices were assumed by 

many western doctors to have no curative powers and to be based 

purely on superstation. However, ethno pharmacologists have 

discovered that some herbal medicines used in traditional 

Indigenous folk curing around the world actually have properties 

that are beneficial in treating cancers and other diseases. In 
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addition, some-non western medical techniques, such as 

acupuncture, can relieve pain. 

The Kusume have developed their own traditional curing 

knowledge for diagnosis starting from the very past, before the 

advent of modern medication. 

         8.2.1.1 Cure for Maga (snake) bite 

The Kusume have their cure for snake bite. They use different folk 

medicines that in aggregate called as „kora maga‟. Only some 

community members have the knowledge of this medication. 

These people bring it when someone in the family, neighbor or 

village suffers from snake bite. They always prepare and kept it at 

their home. This means that they are ready since snake bite is 

very urgent to kill. 

The victim drinks the medicine. By their traditional knowledge, 

when the person vomits after he/she takes the medicine, it is 
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believed that the medicine is effective otherwise another kind of 

medicine will be changed.          

                    8.2.1.2 Wound Treatment 

When one was wounded either at work or accidentally, the 

Kusume have their non westernized kind of treatment for such 

illness. The common medicinal plant that serves for this purpose is 

called „oybata‟. The leaves and cell wall were taken and sundried. 

Then they grained it and put on the wound. The Kusume said, if 

they did so, there will be no bleeding and the wound gets dry fast 

and therefore the person heal in short time. There were no special 

people for the knowledge of the medication since it is easy to 

make. Almost all community members can prepare it and give the 

treatment. 

Today, the Kusume understand modern wound treatment is better 

but still they did not give up their cultural medicine. They use it as 
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first aid when someone is wounded at a far distance from health 

centers. Moreover, minor wounds are not yet taken to health 

centers but given treatment at home. 

          8.2.1.3 Cure for Hit by Evil Sprit 

Among Kusume spirit possession, loss, or damage are seen as 

the result of actions by supernatural beings. When such evil spirits 

hit people there are distinguished traditional healers and herbalists 

who know the cure. This people bring the medicine from a forest. 

They did not make others to know the type of the tree since there 

is a belief that the medicine will lose its curative power. 

When one faces such problems his/her parents request those who 

now the treatment to heal the sick. When they come to the sick, 

they keep people out of sight and give the medicine. The common 

treatment is putting the medicine on fire and making the sick put 

his head down into the smoke and smell deep for a reasonable 
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period. When such treatment is accompanied by frequent and 

strong sneezing, it implies the effectiveness of the medication, 

said the discussants. Sometimes, the treatment is given oral by 

mixing the medicine with water and making the sprit victim to  

drink it.  

The people pay little amount of money for this service. They may 

pay 5 up to 15 birr. Sometimes, they may not pay money but 

simply passed by serving the exorcists by local beer – „laqa‟. 

The people said, there are a number of folk medicines for evil 

spirit hit but the researcher could not able to know their names, 

the way they are prepared and type of the flora that serve for this 

purpose because the community kept it secret.   

            8.2.1.4 Koyma (evil eye)   

People say if one is eating delicious food like meat and others in 

front of the people who have the „koyma‟, the person will be sick. 
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He/she would suffer from stomachache. He/she will feel 

discomfort with the food. Some even vomit. Some suffer from 

diarrhea. So people take care of these evil eyes. No one marries 

from them but they marry each other. They are found in all clans. 

One of my key informants said that „koyma‟ is of two kinds. One is 

called „kumadalayta‟. This is the one that harms people eating 

food as indicated in the above paragraph. The other one that has 

no name is a „koyma‟ that hits infants. Due to this, the infants die 

and sometimes get paralyzed. Therefore, people hide their kids 

from such people.  

When people recognize the hit of evil eyes early, they go to the 

people who know its cure. These people are called „alamabaya‟. 

The „alamabaya‟ washes the body of the victim by „evaya‟ (type of 

plant used for spice). When they wash the victim, nails, hair and 
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other parts of the evil eyes person come out of the body of his 

body. By this the person get cure. 

Starting from recent past, the “evil eyes” have been mixed with the 

wider community through continuous intermarriages, said my key 

informants. They said that today, it is difficult to distinguish them 

among the society but still there is the hit of evil eyes power from 

unknown person. Therefore, the people keep up in hiding their 

kids and themselves while eating delicious food that may attract 

other person.  

                  8.3 Calendar   

The Kusume calendar has twelve months. New Year begins with 

the celebration of Maskala (the finding of the true cross). There 

are two seasons within the year. The pono (dry season) is from 

September to January and the katana (the rainy season) is from 

February to May. According to the traditional calendar of the 
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Kusume, the names given to the months of the year are as 

follows: 

 Kusumiya                                                              English 

Bartubta……………………………………………..………September 

Kisho………………………………………..…..……………...October 

Shusho…………………………………………...………….November 

olindala…………………………………...…………….……December 

pornga…………………………………………………..………January 

Oyba…………………………………………...………………February 

Sakanocama……………………………………..………….......March 

Murano...………………………………………………..………….April 

pelalo…………………………………………………....…………..May 

Harta……………………………….……………………………….June 

Tola…………………………………………………………………July 

Oliconash or Sesaisha……………………………...………….August 
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There are seven days in a week. The Kusume have their own 

date terminologies as stated below: 

 Kusumiya                                                                English 

Borqutaya…………………………………..…………………Monday 

Kabyashka……………………………………...…………….Tuesday 

Aesot……………………………………….………………Wednesday 

Heratta…………………………………..……....……………Thursday 

Karati kalita………………………….……………...……………Friday 

Daho………………………………..…………….……………Saturday 

Sanbata………………………….…………………...…………Sunday 

Porqutaya is the market day among the community. Thus, many 

people attend the market. It is a very big market where people 

from such communities as Konso, Derashe, Jinka, Gamo Goffa 

and Wolayta meet to exchange commodities. As mentioned so far, 

the market is a bloody market, which refers to the extensive 
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butchery of animals for meat consumption. Therefore, it is also a 

market that people attend to feed well to restore their exhausted 

body after prolonged labor.   Because of the strong pressure of 

Christianity, the people in all sects do not undertake farm activities 

on Sunday except some activities such as whiting bird and feeding 

their animals. 

The Kusume have their own numeration system, which is more or 

less similar to that of Derash and Konso. 
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Table 1. The Kusume Numeration 

Kusume English 

Taka 
 one 

 Laka 
 two  

 Sesa 
 three 

 Afur 
  four 

 Chan 
  five 

 Lehe 
  six 

 Taba 
  seven 

 Seta 
  eight 

 Sakale 
  nine 

 Kudane 
  ten  

 Dipa 
  hundred 

 Kuma 
  thousand 
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Chapter Nine 

                           9. Summary and Suggestions 

              Summary 

The Kusume people are situated in SNNPRS in Segene Area 

Peoples‟ Zone under Derashe Woreda administration. The 2007 

national population census reported that the population size of 

Kusume was 7380. The administrative center of Kusume is named 

as Gato, located 65kms south of Arbaminch town. The language 

of Kusume is called Kusumiya, which belongs to East lowland 

Cushitic language family. 

The term Kusume was emanated from the local term „kusunita‟ 

meaning umbilical cord. Since umbilical cord is the center of a 

stomach, the term is given for Kusume to be located at the center 

of its surrounding close relatives. Due to this, it becomes the 
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center for one to see crop production because of small scale 

irrigation. 

Oral traditions suggested that the Kusume were settled at the 

present place after prolonged movement. The first oral account 

demonstrated that some clans of Kusume had been migrated 

together with the clans of Derashe in early 16
th
 century. The 

second stated that some clans come from Konso side (the Titiba 

family). According to these oral accounts the Kusume dynasty is 

the result of these people who moved to the area from the two 

directions. 

The people sorrowfully remember what they have faced during the 

last three regimes; the Emperor Menelik, Hailesilassie and the 

Derge. The people said that they face all oppressive challenges 

that the whole Ethiopian ethnic groups faced. 
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The Kusume are mainly agrarians. The Eyanda River is the pillar 

of their economy as they pull water from it and feed their crops. 

They produce different types of crops: sorghum, maize, banana, 

beans, teff, onions etc. They also raise animals like cattle, goat, 

sheep, donkey etc. 

The Kusume is a patriarchic society; a male dominating society. 

Hence, it has patrilineal descent rule. According to this rule, 

people automatically have life time membership in the father‟s 

group. This descent rule uses only the male line. The Kusume 

society has eight clans. The clans are exogamous. 

In the past the Kusume had ruled by „Ruma‟ system. The system 

is equivalent to kingship rule. They were the Derashe‟s „Damma‟ 

that the Kusume shared. Below the „Ruma‟ the clan leaders have 

a political power. They are called „polqa‟. Some among them are 
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known by their special spiritual power. The right to polqa is 

hereditary. 

Before the advent of Christianity, the Kusume had been confessed 

to the traditional ancestral sprits. The supernatural power among 

the society is called waqa. Still half of the members of the society 

keep up in worshiping the old belief systems. 

The Kusume build their houses by the help of communal labor. 

They form a group similar to the group they form when 

undertaking other major activities of agriculture. They use wood 

and grass as inputs for hut building. The Kusume also have 

knowledge of medicating illness. They have a plenty of folk 

medicines for snake bite, wound, exorcising evil spirits hit etc. 
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         Suggestions 

The Kusumiya does not yet become medium of instruction at 

school. It seems endangered because its speakers decrease from 

time to time. Moreover, the new generation of the society have 

high exposure to the outside world, therefore, the probability of 

taking a new language is very high while giving less attention to 

their language that they did not properly educated. Therefore, the 

language needs more attention; otherwise it will be extinct in a 

near future.  

The oral accounts that suggested about the movements of the 

people were not supported by periodization. The researcher could 

not find any historical records that give exact data about the event. 

Therefore, it needs further sophisticated researches conducted 

that supported by archeological methods. 
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The „hayhaio‟ cave that was built by the Italian colonial army 

during the occupation was not yet investigated. No one ever 

entered into it right from the eviction of the foreign army. This also 

needs organized excavation work by experienced scholars in the 

field.  

The land of Kusume is so fertile but it does not give enough yields. 

Even though their agriculture is supported by irrigation the river is 

not fully utilized because the irrigation system is very traditional. 

There is a call for all concerned bodies give serious attention to 

help in mechanizing the irrigation system so as to increase 

productivity in the area. 

The social, cultural and political virtues are the most binding. 

Therefore, they should be protected, preserved and PASSED for 

the next generation through social learning. The socio-cultural 

norms and values are crucial elements of identity. 
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Traditional medicine practitioners should pass on their knowledge 

of how to find the plants locally and how the medicine is prepared 

and used. 

 


